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FOREWORD 

This report has had classified material removed in order to 
make the information available on an unclassified, open 
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to 
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to 
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review 
(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the 
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the 
3i:!,ospheric nuclear test program by making as much information 
as possible available to all interested parties. 

The material which has brcn deleted is all currently 
cl. s;ified as Restricted Data or Forinerly Restricted Data under 
t,;r provision of the Ftomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or 
is N,:ticnal Security Information. 

This report has been reproduced directly from available 
copies of the original material. The locations from which 
i:.aterial has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings 
&ii a "holes" in the text. Thus the context of the material 
Geleted is identified to assist the reader in the determination 
of Acther the deleted information is yermane to his study. 

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated 
in preparing this t-c-port by deleting the classified material 
jrld of the Deferse Nuclear AScncy that the rei:lort accurately 
portrays the colttents of the original and that the deleted 
material is of little or no si$liif,icance to studies into the 
amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals 
during the atmospheric nuclear test program. 
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CHAPTER 1 

DEVICES AND TECHNlCliL CONCLUSIONS 

1.1 GENER\L OBJECTWES 

The objectives of Operation Castle xsre thi’eefold: first, to fire some seven experiment?! 
devices , six of which x?re to be in the m:+:.~ton range ar.4 s?vzr~l of which were to bs proof 
tests of weapons; second, to obtain thl’. diagn-stic informotkn on these devices which is neczs- 
sary to evaluate properly their performance in case of either success or failure; and third, to 
obtain effects information for megaton-region devices. 

I-- - 
At the beginning of the operation the inten!lon was to fire the following seven devices: 

_.-.--.__ r The first five of 
these were designed by the Los AIamck Scientifi.c Laboratory (LASL), anrl the last two were 
designed by the University of California Radiation Laboratory (UCRL) at Livermore. During 
the operation, observations were made which allowed chances i&he devices and even removed _--. ~.-.---.~---.__lt- 
some from the schedule. The first two fired,! 
above those expectedC,. ._ 

_. b ----..B >;..-- -1 _ ave vields aunreciabl 
. . . ; 

. ‘/ 

L . . . -__.. _;..----- ‘ir---T- The surprismgly lox yieid c, the third shot fired, crmbined with t’.-.< - - _.- 
of the diagn:*s?ic measui:...-,ntz a.: 5’ c.i:tted with that shot, led to a belief that the:‘--- I<’ L 
wadld not be profitab!e c ,a.i the. :I )i Li ti:st sh;t was cance!ed. Thus the operation co::‘.’ ‘. ’ 
aith the firQooi&sh~~~$ 

-.__.. -- -- ---__ __ . r 
c ..__ __.__- 

. 
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2.1.8 Program 16, Gamma Inteusities at Late Times 

(a) Ob;iectiznes 

1. To determine the number of neutrons escaping the case for the Castle devices, 
2. To determine the number of fission gammas co.ming from the fireball a few tenths of a 

second after the detonation, and from this to determine the fission yie!d. 

(?J) Techuiqve 

To measure gamma rays as a function of time at various distances from zero. Interpre- 
tation of the early records is complicated and involves difficult hydrodynamic and neutro!;-diffu- 
sion ca.lc:!lations. After shock arrival most of the air between the source and thz detector has 
been I C:LS.-,:,1. This allows a relatively simple es%..:: ‘.: of fission yield by mtn. L:l.ing fission 
ga-.!c:.;.,. 

Results of measurements of neutrons and fission yield are given in Table 2.5, together v;ith 
neutron measureme:lts by thVesbold detectors. 

2.1.9 Program 17, Microbarographic Measurements 

(a) Objectice 

To use the large detonations of the Castle series to study the upper atmosphere. 

(b) Techrriqw 

Microbarograph recorders were placed on the USS Curtiss, Eniwetok, Kwajalein, Ponape, 

and in New Mexico. 

(c) Result 

Records v;e:‘e obtained on all shots and are presently being studied. 
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2.1.11 Program 19, Marine Survey 

(a) Objectives 

1. To study the effects of radiation from the Castle tests on various forms of life at Eni- 
.wetok Atoll. 

2. To study the amount and distrib.Jtion of radicactive materials in living plants and a:>:- 
mais at Fi!-ini At ~11. 

3. A re,dti :r! vias added during the test series for a radiological survey of Lapardi and 

Kabelle Is!nndr , Rongelap Atoll. i 

(6) Techrriqms 

Biological specimens are collected for dissection at Parry Island. There they are wci;hed 
and oven-dried before shipment to the United States for analysis. In a few cases rough ana!ysis 
for radioactivity is done in the field. Representative locations are studied before and after the 
tests, and the effects of radiation on the life there.are noted. 

(c) Resdts 

1. Specimens were collected at Aaraanbiru and Aitsu Islands in Eniwetok Atoll. 

2. As a result of shot-schedule changes, emphasis was shifted to Teiteiripucchi and Bogom- 

bogo. 
3. Observations and collections were made on Rongelap Atoll. Marked radioactive con- 

tamination was found in many tissues. 
_ 

4. This study of the effects of radiation will be continued for 1 year. Most of the resul!j 
are not available at present. 
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2.3 TASK UNIT $3 PROCRMS (DOD) 

2.3.1 Program 1, Blast and Shock Measurements 

The broad objective of Program 1 was to measure and study the blast forces transmitted 
through the various media of the earth. In the main, measurements were obtained in air by 
means of Kancko and mechanical self-recording pickups. Those obtained within the water 
were taken by means of tourmaline, Wiancko, strain gauge, and ball-crusher piclzups. A few 
earth measurements were made, using Wiancko accelerometers. Successful measurements 
contributing to the fulfillment of the objectives were made by 10 out of 12 projects. Of the two 
unsuccessful projects,_one failure was brought about by the extremely low yield? 

fThe other project failure was brought about by the scheduled time of firing which irnl 
posed unfavorable light conditions for photography. 

Many interesting and valuable records were obtained during the shot series:These records 
were interpreted in the field and will be reexamined subsequently at the home laboratories of 

the varif; .-’ project agenciz:. The following tentative co n~lusions are based on preliminary data 
and, thc-~.;_-; c, are subject to change upoi. a more careful study of the records. 

1. “In< r:r shock pressure-time trac, 5 obtained at close-in ground ranges were distorted. 
2. Alrno*igh distorted air shock wave forms were noted, no serious peak pressure dis- 

crepancies (as compared to the 2W Operation Tumbler-Snapper composite free air pressures) 
were noted. 

3, Dynamic air pressures were obtained that-were higher than those predicted by the 
Rankine-Hugoniot relations applied to air. The pressure discrepancies were probably a result 
of sand and/or water loading of the shock wave. 

4. Within the ranges instrumented (7500 to 20,000 ft), underwater shock pressures were 
not appreciably larger than the air pressure at the corresponding distance. Approximately 
equal peak-pressure-inducing signals were transmitted through the earth and air, and these 
induced peak pressures were approximately equal to those of the air shock wave at corre- 
sponding distances. * 

5. The heights of the water waves induced within the Bikini lagoon can be approximated 
by the empirical relation 

. ‘ 

HtR = 2.25w?4 (#J/180)‘/2 ____..~_. - _ 
P 



where H, = shallow water crest height in feet 

R = range in feet 
W = equivalent charge weight in megatons 
6 4 angular breach width in degrees in a semicircle into the lagoon 

p = relative density of media beneath fireball 

2.3.2 Program 2, Nuclear Radiation Effects 

The general objective of this program was the determination of the militarily significant 

nuclear radiation effects of high-yield surface detonations. Of primary interest was the deter- 
mination of the nature, intensity,.and distribution of radioactive’fall-out resulting from skface- 

land and surface-water detonations of high-yield devices. In addition, the effects of initial 
gamma radiation and the flux and spectrum quality of neutrons acre ir.q;estigated. 

Gamma film- and chemical-dosimetry techniques and gamma scintillation-counter equip- 
ments aere employed to evaluate initial and residual gimma-radiation erposure and to provide 
iriformation on arrival time and early field decay characteristics of ga r.;ma radiation from fall- 
out. _._.. 

I 
____ __-..._-_---------- --..--_..____ 

,--I 

_ _..__._ __-__ _ .-. - --- -v-._.__ ----_ 
The fall-out instrumentation included a variety of types of cr,llel.t ‘rs, i!Ic!.J:‘::Tz.mpiers 

‘;,r total :irr,lid and dry fall-out col!ection, irtermittFi?t :o!lzctors, T.‘ : :: .,:!:,j :;,-; ,+,I collectors. 
“::e lagoon and island areas local to the sh1L.t Nero p~;i.:tj ;:‘?r? :..: :-ii::; ;, G’:. ::!i ..:_ J for all 

C*,era:ion Castle detonations r-_--l 
Documc?tation of fall-ou over extensive do-,vr.wi;:d :B,.inn arL..s ! , .ai.! :c$ bt.rio,js ex- 

perimsntal and operational difficulties. The problem ~2s a:!ac’n+ d ir’t’qllv bv t’le employment 
of an array of free-floating buoys equipped with sample collectors. 

-zz.z_ __i 
_gn area survey 

was mounted which involved surface and subsurface activity rnc-rsurc~ne~lts, H’atcr sampling, 
;nd hydrographic measurements. This survey covered a broad doun\vi;,d zone to a distance of 
200 miles and met with a large measure of success. 

r 

Stutron-flux measurements . ___ ---- I -.__._-_ 
-- established the nature and magr,itae%f these e!fectkl;~? thvse types of high-yield 

surface detonations. Initial gamma radiation and neutrons are of minor significance in relation 
to other effects of sach bursts. 

Considerable information was obtained on the distribution and charactcr!stics of fall-out 
from high-yield land and water siirface det~~r.ztions. Ex11j:;sive close-in data f 

._.~ 
-+. 

augmented by a pos?shot survey of r..!merous dol;‘r.wIr:d iskIds lxit!;in the ;~n: hof;.‘fall-outio 
a range of 300 miles. The ocean+g.-zphic and r:rdiological sur-:cyr ‘prc;\ ided good 
coverage of the principal zone of do*.r:nwind frill-out to a range 01 230 miles. Thcs rcstilts of the 
latter, plus limited good buoy samples taken 35 to 50 miles doww!nd__, , siiould allow 

. evaluation of the nature and distribution of fall-out for high-yitald surkcce-w:ltcr blrsts. 
These results indicate t.llat s;;rface bursts of mc~:1I[~n y1:*lr!- :!‘.:tr;k.:!r ~.n:.:::~l:y-producing 

fall-nut over areas up-Kards of 1GOO sqnare miles. 

The oceanographic surveyr_ _._li!:dicatcs t!;:): the 1t c!.: i;:;c*s c~n:181,t)14, cr)Gpled with 
a rapid synoptic monitor survey Of the walc:r surfarc !1). r:lSt \Crf.tC'c \.8.35(.!5 Or :i:ri.Zrdt Or 

both, provide a feasible method for documcn!atinn of !:11l-C:Ut ():‘I r X’atf’r Lrl.18. 

2.3.3 Program 3, Structures 

The objective of Program 3 :\.,s to st~ty tht. ~,:f. :- Lo! !,:.:4’ ::: : ;:.!*~::tr .;r4 :!b c~f mjlitary 

interest. The r.ature and rtsults of this siu:;y ;,!.( t 7’; !I i! !!A !!I( !-*!:;).A :I~E I~:I:.;;(:?:~;~s. 

In Project 3.1 a rigid 6- by 12- by E-ft c,ulli~lc ,t :*: (#O fl f:% i:l ~!Ic[ ;di’tonation 

xas instrumented to record pressure YS tinie 1. 
e’i !fIC C ..l.aClC !A( a. h. RfTWds ‘~8 I.(; c;bt.lilwd, but 

:he pressure field \*:a~ on the c,~Aer of 3.5 r:si il;bt( ;:: a.! !!:r' ,trih r fid 15 I'!.! *A!:! !. ! .td tr_cn ex_ 

v..ctcd on the basis cef predicted yield. The ti.ila :LT(’ 1.” : : I1W :!: ..!L.TN.d ;r1.:! ::.1, , ;,: , I+.(j 
1' 
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In Project 3.2 the apparent craters formed by the! 
detot!atia-,uti were measured by fatil)r:l..ter souudings a;~-~-~ 

- --. -_-- -_._ -_. .- ._, __, 
L L$itlally pl:in:icd. Th.2 re~C~1:~ ar.c 

given in Table 2.8. 

In Project 3.3 a study .xas made of tree damage on Eniirikku, Rukoji, and Chieerete Is- 

lands from the! 
---__. 

,shots. Graded damage was observed, but data obtained 

are yet to be ar.alyzed and interpret&. 
Project 3.4 detrrminsd the eff::ts[. ---. - _-_ 1 upon naval mines of various types 

planted at distances of 2CGO to 15,000 ft from the detocation site. Graded damage was obtained 

from 0 per cent at 15,000 ft to 100 per cent at 2008 ft. 
Project 3.5 was activated immediately after ther-3shot to document the unexpected 

damage to the camp on Eninman and certain instrumentation shelters near Ground Zero. This 
was done primarily by photography. 

. 

- -. 

2.3.4 Program 4, Biomedical Studies 

These studies represented the first observations by Americans on human beings exposed to 
excessive doses of radiation from fall-out. The groups of exposed individuals are sufficiently 
large to allow good statistics. Although’no preexposure clinical studies or blood counts were 
available, it was possible to obtain Marshallese and American control groups that matched the 
exposed population closely with regard to age, sex, and background. Thus the conclusions 
which may eventually be drawn from group comparisons should be reliable. 

The type of radiation received, and the manner in which the radiation dose was delivered, 
differed in several important respects from that seen in the Hiroshima and Nagasaki casualties, 
the Argonne or Los Alamos accidents, or in the bulk of animal laboratory radiation exposures. 
In ad?.itir,n to a wide spectrum of gamma-ray energies in the fission-product fiel& there u;‘= 
a beta component. Some clinical, and especially laborabsry, findings in this study are consi.-.:- 

ent aith a hard penetrating compoilent. The clinical and pathological findings in the skin 

lesions, as well as the correlation of distribution of the lesions with exposed skin areas, are 
consistent with a, sizable component of extremely soft radiation. The absence of evidence of 
skin damage deeper than the superficial lesions in the initial biopsies described would argue 
against a considerable component of radiation of intermediate energy. In addition to external 
radiation, some internal contamination did occur. The extent and long-term significance of 
this interval component remains to be evaluated. 

Therefore it is probable that the exposed individuals were subjected to essentially three 
types of radiation: penetrating total-body exposure, beta or soft gamma exposures of the skin, 
and irradiation of internal organs from radioactive materials in the body. It remains to be 
evaluated if the various findings observed can each be attributed to one of the different radiation 

components separately, or if 5ombined effects of these radiations must be invoked to explain 
some of the findings. There is no good reason to date to suspect possible combined effects 
from the over-all clinical or ciermatological picture observed. 

As stated, the meager preliminary information on the skin biopsies taken in the present 
studies indicates that skin damage was limited to the superficial layers. To date, none of the 
vascular lesions reported by Lushbaugh et al. as being characteristic of experimental beta 
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burns have been seen in the biopsy sections. However, the energy of the beta rays in the fall- 
out may have been very low, thus limiting the injury to the superficial epidermis and sparing 

the vascularized dermis. Accordingly, the absence of specific vascular lesions in the biopsies 
would not necessarily eliminate radiation as a causative factor. 

The dose rate from fall-out varied continuously, and the total dose was received over a 

period of many hours or days. This is in contrast to previous experience mentioned, in which 
the dose can be considered to be either essentially instantaneous or received at a constant 
dose rate over a period of minutes. From previous animal experimentation it might be ex- 
pected that the dose received by exposed individuals in the present study, extending over two 
or three days, would produce less of an effect than would the same total dose given over a few _ 
minutes. It is not possible without further experimentation to attempt quantification of the de- 
gree to which observed effects in the population studies may have been altered by this particu- 
lar combination of dose rate and time during which the total dose was delivered. 

Hematological findings were somewhat similar to those seen following single doses of 
penetrating radiation in animals. However, the time course of changes in both the leucocyte 

2nd platelet counts in the Rongelap group was markedly different from that seen in animals. 
Maximum depression of these elements occurred much later in these individuals than is seen 
in animals, and the trend toward normal was considerably delayed. The marked delay in re- 
turn to normal leucocyte values in the present study appears to exceed that observed in the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki casualties. Further evidence that the return to normal may be iater 
in hu?->an b.?iL:gs than in animals can be s?en in the resgollse af !! 2 few C;:SE.S of the Ar,--sn!:e 
and IAS .i_Ia’;los accidents. Although the dcses, tyi?es, :..nd COi:,i:ti. ‘:T‘.s of ir: :Idlatic?ns were 
s>Jf,‘ic*iently different in the several series of cxp,scd !...n:an ! -ir.gs to preclllde strict L*OiIl- 

pa;‘is.;ns a ilong them, the added evidence from tlac ,,rese:lt studies would seem to *:alida:e the 
general conclusion that the time pattern of hematological changes following irradiation in 
man is significantly different from that observed in the large species of animals studied to 
date. 

2.3.5 Program 6, Service Equipment and Techniques 

Program 6 included six projects concerned with the developing, testing, and analyzing of 
various aspects of weapons effects on service equipment and operational techniques. 

Project 6.1 was successful in obtaining excellent radarscope photos of the detonation and 
blast phenomena for utilization in establishing Indirect Bomb Damage Assessment (IBDA) pro- 
cedures for high-yield aeapons. 

The high-yield weapons detonated in regions such as Bikini, \rhere sharp lsnd and water 
contrasts are obtainable, gave excellent results for radar-return sV~dies and air-crew training 
for the 20 Strategic Air Command (SAC) air crews who participated. 

Projects 6.2a and 6.2b were successful in obtaining significant data concerning blast, 
thermal, and gust effects on B-36 and B-,4? aircraft in flight. Minor blast damage was sus- 
tained by the B-36 on several shots; however, predictions on trm?ernture rise as a function of * 
incidc-nt thermal energy for both the B-36 and B-47 uere shown to be conservative. Ssme con- 
ccrn arose over the response of the B-36 horizontal stabilizer to gust-loading at a critical sta- 
tion. .4dditional studies will be required, including instrument calibration, before any revi- 
sions of current concepts of delivery capabilities can be expected. 

Project 6.4 was successful in evaluating the effectiveness of washdown systems for naval 
vessels, Also much valuable experience was gained in ship-decontamination procedures and 
techniques. In addition, one vessel (YAG-39) assisted fn the collecting of fall-out dsta for Prsj- 
ect 2.5a. Project 6.4 has demonstrated that a typical naval vessel, when adequately equipped 
with \r-ashdown apparatus, can operate safely in regions of heavy fzll-(jut and still m3intaln 
operational capability -6ithout excessive exposure of the ship’s ctimpany to residilal radiation 

from fall-out. 
Project 6.5, operating in conjunction with Project 6.4, e\.zluRted cl~rrc.nt de.c::!ntnmi!;ation 

procedures on representative kalls, roofing, and paving ~~rf:~c~.s :‘hich xcre s,A’,.jl.c.ttid try the 

wet contaminant of barge and land shots. The ~onkiIJ~i;.;:Il~, ;32l’~j(“i!.?~l:C fr: In the. !Jhrge S!lutS, 
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was fouIl0 to be much xqre te,z.cic?xs than that es?erienced in similar tests at the Bljter- 
Jangle underground shot, and tYkc.j ace+ ted decontamination proce,<ur 3s ;;*re less efiecti;re. 

Project 6.6, recordings of effects on ionospheric layers, particularly the F, layer, was 
successful in most instances. Because of radiation levels, the Roi:gerik station could not be 
operated continuously for complete ionosphere history, but the station was activated for all 
shots. The significance of recorded result; will requiyi: detailed s:uciyy prior to th+ aritir;; of 

a final report. 

2.3.6 Program ‘7, Lana-ranre Detection 

c 
I.-- _--_.___ __._. -_____ __ 

_ Partic$ation.in the test was really twofold,con-- 

sisting of some experiments specifizalli designed for Operation Castle and some operational 

tests of routine procedures. 

The three projects of Program 7 were instrumented to investigate electromagnetic sig- 
nals, acoustic signals, and particulate and gaseous debris associated with nilclear explosions. 
Portions of the experiments were conducted at the Pacific Proving Grounds (PPG), but most of 
the project sites were located at great distances from the detonation points. 

In all projects the operational phas e of the esperiment.was successfu! in that, qunntatively, 
the desired records and debris were obtained. The analytical phase of the experiments was not 

complete at the time of this report, and qualitative results are not yet available. 

2.3.7 Program 9, Cloud Photography 

The only technical project in Program 9 was Project 9.1, Cloud Photography. A summary 
of this project follows. 

The purpose of this program was the photogrammetric determination of the various param- 
eters of nuclear clouds as a function of time and the attempt to establish approximate scaling 
(yield) relations. The most important of these parameters is the rate of rise of the cloud and 
the area of the cone swept out by the rising material. Of secondary importance are the dimen- 

sions and drift of the cloud as functions of time after it has reached maximum altitude. 
The operational plan for this project involved the participation of four aircraft equipped 

with gyro-stabilized mounts holding a K-17 aerial camera and an Eclair 35-mm motion-pic- 
ture camera. Three of these aircraft were C-54’s, with a flight plan which called for altitudes 
of 10,000, 12,000, and 14,000 ft orbiting around the cloud for the purpose of conducting photog- 
raphy from B-hour until H plus the time required for the cloud to lose its identity. One air- 
craft, an RR-36, operated at 33,OOn ft and conducted photography for a period of 10 min. 

The a.:,+! photography and processing of the negatives were the responsibilities of TI_J-3. 
The ba<:!<-.J;, terrestrial p!lotogra.phy was done by Edgerton; Germeshausen & Grier, Inc.(EGZG;, 

. in conjuh_‘iuc with Project 13.2. Analysis of the photography and evaluation of the data are 
solely the responsibility of EG&G. Program 9 participated in all shots. 

As of this date pre-preliminary results only for Shrimp shot have been submitted by EC&G. 
It has been reported, however, that analysis is proceeding satisfactorily, and it is believed by 

-EG&G personnel conducting the photogrammetric analysis that preliminary and final data re- 
sults will exceed in accuracy the preoperational expectations. 

. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GENERAL ACTIVITIES OF TASK GROUP 7.1 

3.1 MISSION 

The mission of Task Group 7.1 (TG 7.1) inclrded the follox-i:.g tasks: 
1. Position, arm, and detonate the weapc:s ziid devices. 
2. Conduct technical and measurement l:,‘+;‘zrns. 
3. Keep Commander, Joint Task Force %,‘jEN (CJTF ~Evz:;) informed on tcjt and tech- 

nical developments affecting the operational plan and military surPJrt requirsnen!s therefor. 

4. Schedule the interatoll and intra-atoll movement of WINCERS z-d del*iccs and provide 
required technical assistance to other task groups in connection with their responsibilities for 
such movements. 

5. Complete the installation and calibration of the weapons nnd dcvircs and all instruments 
and test apparatus. 

6. Be responsible for the removal of all TG 7.1 personnel and nrccssary equipment from 
the shot-site danger area. 

7. When directed by CJTF SEVEN, evacuate TG 7.1 personnel from Blklni Atoll. 
8. Be prepared, upon directive from CJTF SEVEN, to conduct cmcrgcncy postshot evacu- 

ation of TG 7.1 personnel from Eniwetok Atoll. 
9. Provide CJTF SEVEN with a statement of prellx!nnry test results. 
10. Provide nontechnical film coverage. 
11. Recommend to CJTF SEVEN safe positioning fur ttrcraft partlclpating In the scientific 

programs. 
12. Conduct the radiological-safety (Rad-Safe) pr[Bl;rxrn. 
13. Initiate voice time broadcasts for a!1 t~l~illcr.!> I.! ItiCs T;r. k Fctrrc. . 
14. Prepare appropriate teohnical rc-por:s at the b-S ;~:.!c,.i~l!r (J! 1 Z~C’!I h!.\4 and t!lc whole 

operation. 

3.2 ORGANIZATION All COMhlAND REL.L\TlOSS 

With the completion of Operation Ivy in ?:: ?..c:::!.N r I’.;! ?, I)N ii: . . !,;,:..r!, r, t8f ?‘G 132.1 

returned to J-Division in the LASL, to bcgln p!xnn’.ng !ur ~~)i~‘:~:!o:. C;r-!:r. Tl.c? !:nal org;~ni_ 
zation is shown in Fig. 3.1. It includes task u:ilt8 for !!N t:CI{t, l’r,v;rx:.s, !;ar UCRL device 
assembly, and for the Department of Defcnsi* (DOD) pr%r;rms. ?‘i:~.at are cfunc~t~ from the 1v 

organization. h or&r to free himt.cllf for other urscnt COn~naitllr@sh18, the Txrik Group Corn__ 
mander &d not personally take charge of l!~ F:r!r.g I’dr!y TAtk+:r.tt. Thle p:orc..l to l,e a 
vortji-lvhile change from th& previl,.:~ pr:lc:!:.c. 

At n,idnight V,‘ashir!gtf,n !i:nc J;:::. 91, ::*'3, Jl't' !?x ' (' i:::l' 1'; )' '.i.\'i !; ;.:. ! IC, 132.1 
be-all-,e TG 7-i. On >lar. 4, 1953,“~~ 7.5, h! c‘ i’aqr ? * :'iter.. ~ ..? rr!A'.'l:*t;r& 



Fig. 3.1 -0rganlzation chart. Task Group 7.1. 



i During 1953, UCRL organized, staffed, and established L-Division at Livermore, Cal& 

Relations between the L-Division Group and Headquarters, TG 7.1, were very close during this 

period. For most of the time UCRL had a liaison representative in residence at Los Alamos, 
and visits were constantly exchanged between members of the two organizations. In order to 
support UCRL overseas and to train peEmIne iOr future overseas tests, L-Division integrated 
personnel into the TG 7.1 J-l, J-3, and J-8 Staff Sections and filled billets in those sections 
overseas. 

- Since the principal function of the Task Force and most of the Task Groups was to support 

the scientific effort, most of the over-all planning depended on the plans of TG 7.1. Therefore 
command relations differed somewhat from the normal military pattern. Figure 3.2 shows the 
JTF SEVEN organization and some of the major command relations involved, and Table 3.1 
shows the key personnel of TG 7.1. CJTF SEVEN coordinated the activities of TG 7.1 and 7.5 
through his Scientific Director, in accordance with existing AEC-CJTF policy agreements. 
Relations with the Task Force and with the other Task Groups were cordial, and the cooperation 
and support received from them were excellent. 

3.3 ADVISORY GROUP 

As shown in the organization chart, the Advisory Group consisted of experts in various 
fields who advised the Task Group Commander ~i.d members of the Task Group on technical 
prqb!ems. I..?;L.>;-Division reprr :rntatives :vere p.Micalarlp active-at t!,e test site and at 

f&s,4kcJ4 
. .-___ .__ __- 

_- . -. - -- ---- --.-- 
(LASL ?ieaXh Div;sion ___ -- .-_ _-- - 

rc?resentatives, in addition to their ‘advisory fin;lions, actually se$ed in the Rad-Safe Task 
Unit and performed special functions in connection with accidental fall-out on inhabited islands 
and conducted studies to improve fall-out predictions. T. N. White of H-Division took part in 
several surveys of contaminated islands and was in charge of one of the surveys. 

3.4 PLAh%-ING AXD TR.tiN-fNG 

3.4.1 Programs, Concepts, and Schedules 

The firstgeneral statement of_concept for Clnerrtion Castle ras issued by CTG 132.1 in 

June 1952.r 
---- 

.--_-- ___- -__ - -- - -. 
‘thy, Castle *.vas tentatively scheduied for September -- O(*tcrbcr 1953. Bikini was being con- 

sidered for the thermonuclear shot and Eniwetok for the fission shots. 
Holmes and Narver (H&N) made a cursory reconnaissance of Bikini in September 1952 

and started an extensive survey the following month. In November 1952, late in the Ivy opera- 
ticn, construction at Bikini started. At about the same tiine a c<,n3ider:lbic amount of pre- 
li:ci::ary Castle planning, including a rough outline of su; ;lt,rt rex;:lircintnts, went on bet\i.een 

TG 132.1, JTF 132, and representatives of the AEC. Xt 1his time the XEC decided to estab- 
lish an _4EC Base Facilities Task Group for Castle. 

By February 1953 it had been decided that Feb. 15, 1954, was the earliest possible date 
for the first Castle detonation. A tentative schedule shown in Table 3.2 was given limited dis- 
trjbution at that time. It included four Los Alancs \<<,aili)ns 3nd devices and two UCRL devices. 
Of !)!zse, four v;ere to be detonated at Bikini and two at Eni.Aetok; three u’cre to be ground 

shots, two barge shots, and one barge or ground. Exf:tipt for Ramrod (UCHL) all shots were 

predicted to be in the megaton range. The idea of bsrges as shot sites was cwrpived in order 

to reduce contamination, to make better use of the limited amount of real estate available, and 

to speed up the tests by scheduling assembly operations at a prOpoSed barge slip at Eniwetok 
and nlortng each barge into positir:n about five days ht-fore dctcjn:ttian. This n:ade it possible to 

plen on using the same concrete. ‘-jTJr.kers for several >hc*!S and tftc s;in~c 71.ro pulnt, if neoes_ 

sary or desirable, regar dless of the high radiation IC\.cA!S tU be c.Xpcctcd u:: the i-.i3nd+ in the 

vicinity of the preceding shot. 
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Table 3.1-KEY PERSONNEL, TASK GROUP 7.1 

Commander 

Deputy for UCRL 

Deputy for Administration 

Advisory Croup 
T-Division, LASL 
UCRL Scientific 
Radiological Safety 
Coordination 
Safety 
Health 

C!assification and Technical Reports 

J-l, Personnel and Administration 

J-3, Plans and Operations 

J-4, Logistics 

J-6, Test Facilities 

TU-1, LASL Programs 

Program 11. Radiochemistry 

Programs 12 and 16, Rcacti>n History 
and Gamma Intensities at Late Times 

Program 13, Diagnostic Photography 

Program 14, Threshold Detectors 

Program 15, Alpha Measurement 

Program 17, Microbarographic Mrasurcmcnts 

Program 19, Thermal Radiation 

Program 19, -Marine Survey 

TU-2, Prc&ction 

___.____ ------.--- -- 
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W. E. Ogle 

Duane C. Sewell 
Walter D. Gibbins 

Duncan Curry, Jr. 

J. Carson Mark 
Edward Teller 
Russell H. Maynard, CAPT, USN 
Earl A. Long 
Roy Reider 
Thomas L. Shipman 
Thomas h’. White 

Ralph Carlisle Smith 
Joseph F. Mullaney 

Armand W. Kelly 
L-dry W. Ferns 
Robert B. Cruise, Lt Col, USA 

Ph;!ip L. Hooper. Col, USA 
Walter T. Kerwin, Cal. USA 
David V. Xiller. Col, USAF 

Harry S. Allen 
Robert J. Van Gemert 
John W. Lipp, Lt Col, USA 

Robert H. Campbell 
Robert W. Scwman 

Rodney L. Aamodt 

Roderick W. Spence 
Harold F. Plank 
Charles I. Browne, Ma). USAF 

Bob E. Watt 
Stir!ing A. Colgate 
George L. Ragan 

Caelen L. Felt 
Herbert E. Crier 

Leon J. Brown 
Wendell .4. Biggers 

Xewcll H. Smith 
Leland K. Seher 
John Malik 
Robert D. England 

J(bhn M. Rcding 

Nerm-ti Hocrlin 
Harold S. Stewart 

Lauren R. Don:Jdson 
Edw;ud E. Held 

Hcrrick L. Johnston 
h;*n’htinic.l C. li::llctt . _... 

______ -. ..-- _.--. .- --._ 



Table B.L--(Continticd) 
_ _.__ _ -. _. ._ _ - .._ 

Unit or Section Name 
_.--__ .._.- _ .- .-- -- _.-_. .-~--.-- ---_-__.____ -_-.- ___ 

TU-3, Special Materials Facilities 

TU-4. LASL As.;embly 

TU-6, Firing Party 

TU-7. Rad-Safe 

TU-8, Technical Photography 

TU-9, Documentary Photography 

TU-12, UCRL Programs 

Prog:am 21, Radiochemistry 

Program 22, History of Reaction 

Program 23, Scientific Photography 

Program 24, External Neutron Measurements 

TU-13, DOD Programs 

Program 1. Blast and Shock Measurements 
1.1 
1.2a, 1.3, and 1.7 
1.2b 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.8 

Program 2, Nuclear Radiation Effects 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.5a and 2.6a 
2.5b 
2.6b 

2.7 

Program 3. Structures 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 

Program 4. Biomedical Studles 

Stanley H. Ellisou 
Byron C. MncNabb 
Dewey J. Sandell 

Mar&d1 G. Holloway 
Jacob J. Wechsler 

John C. Clark 

John D. Srrvis, Maj, USA 
Ragnwald Xfullcr, LCDR, USN 
William R. Kennedy 
Paqualc R. Schiavcue 

Loris M. Gardner 
John D. Elliott 
Robert C. Crook 

James L. Gaylord, Lt Coi, USAF 
James P. Warndorf, Lt Cal, USAF 
Buford A. Mangum, ,M;ij, USAF 

Arthur J. Hudgins 

Kenneth Street 
Peter Stevenson 
William Crane 
Floyd F. Momyer 

Stirling A. Colgate 

William P. Ball 

Stephen R. White 

Huntington K. Gilbert, Col, USAF 
Neil E. Kingsley, CAPT. USN 

Walton L. Carlson, CDR, USN 
Casper J. Aronson 
John M. Harding 
Julius J. Meszaros 
William J. Thaler, J. P. Walsh 
J. W. Smith 
R. R. Revelle, John D. Isancs 
Edward J. Bryant 

Edward A. Martell. Lt Cal, USA 
Robert H. Dempsey, Maj, USA 
Peter Brown 
Thomas D. Hanscomo 
E. R. Tomp’kinj 

Edward F. Wilsey 
R.C. Tompkins 
T. Folsom 

Neil E. Kingsley, CAPT. USN 
Laurence M. Swift 
Robert 8. Vaite, Jr. 
Wallace L. Fons 
James Murphy, LCDR, USN 
Wayne J. Christensen, LCDR, USN 

Edward P. Cronkite, CDR, USN 

-- - 
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Table 3.1-(Continued) 

Unit or Section 
- 

Program 6, Service Equipment and 

Name 
___-...- - 

Donald I. Prickett, Lt Col, USAF 

Techniques 
6.1 

* 
_.- 
6.2a 
6.2b 
6.4 
6.5 
6.6 

Program 7, Long-range Detection 

7.1 
7.2 
7.4 

Program 9. Cloud Photography 

TU-14, UCRL .4sscmbly 

TU-15, Timing and Firing 

__-__ - --.- --- 

Rockly Triantafellu, Lt Col, USAF 
G. Miller 
C. L. Luchsinger 
George G. Molumphy, CAPT, USN 
Joseph C; Maloney 
Albert Giroux, Capt, USA 

Paul Ft. Wignall, Col, USAF 
J. A. Cracker 
G. B. Olmstead 
Walter Singlevich 

Jack G. James, Lt Col, USAF 

Paul Byerly 

Herbert E. Grier 
Bernard J. O’Keefe 

.-..__- 
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Programs, in order that planning for DOD projects could start and construction and other sup- 

port requirements might be determined. Early in March a meeting was held at Los Alamos 
with representatives of the Santa Fe Operations Office (SFOO) and AFSWP, including the pro- 
spective Commander of TV-13, to discuss the DOD programs and support requirements. At 
this meeting AFSWP representatives presented a requirement for a barge shot in deep water. 
As a result of this meeting and the need for further studies by DOD in connection with the 
proposed deep-water shot, another meeting was scheduled at Los Alamos early in April. Mean- 
while, studies of the lagoon-contamination problem and water-wave problem were started. 

After the April meeting CTG 7.1 issued a general statement of concept for Operation 
Castle, including a shot schedule which is included in Table 3.2 under the date of Apr. 7. 1953. 
This schedule provided for three barge shots and two ground shots at Bikini and one ground_ 
shot at Eniweto< 

I- 

c- 
Late in %% a meeting of Project Officers was held in Los Alamos to discuss project 

plans, problems, and support requirements. Immediately after this meeting the evacuation . 
concept was discussed with CJTF SEVEN. It was decided that at Bikini, for the first shot, and 

quite possibly for subsequent shots, it would be necessary to evacuate everybody aboard ships, 
except for a very small Firing Party which would remain in the reinforced-concrete control 
station on Enyu. At Eniwetok only the capability of emergency evacuation in case of fall-out 
was required. The possibility that any Bikini shot might make living ashore at Bikini radio- 
logically unsafe was emphasized. The need for adequate shipboard facilities to finish the Bikini 
operation from afloat was presented at this time and was reaffirmed later when more definite 
housing, office, laboratory, shop. and work-space requirements became available. 

-- 
By the middle of September, as a result of several readiness meetings, including one.hX 

by the Director of the LASL and attended by representatives of interested agencies, it was 
decided that readiness for the first shot by Feb. 15, 1954 was most improbable, depending as it 
did on very tight schedules for a number of the e!ements involved and that Mar. 1, 1954 was a 

,r_easonr&ly>_alistic date for scheduling the fQ-st shot. _ 
_.._ -.-- T 

% 
The large yield and the heavy contamination that ensued brought about radical changes In 

the operational concept and in the shot schedu!e. The Firing Party was evacuated ahtiard ship 
shortly after the shot. Thereafter all personnel at Bikini lived aboard ship, traveled to and 
from their stations by helicopter or boat, and firing HZ accomplished by means of a radio link 
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3.4.2 Determination of Requirements 

Most of the basic requirements for the support of Castle were determined early in 1953. 
They included the following: construction of an assembly area and barge slip on Parry- - --. .___--- ___-- - 

4 procurement of sho barges, 

?iii~din~a”de~p?%%?6%ge and an array of?%!~?~b’&~<~ii???, and cable to moor it; 

the design and construction of structures on the barges to support and house the devices and 
acc.ompanying personnel; construction of shot cabs on three islands to house the devices and 
adjacent equipment; and construction of a massive control station on Enyu and of numerous in- 
strument stations throughout both atolls. Construction of an airstrip and various camps on 
Bikini had already started. Other requirements were a Task Croup voice and teletype radio 
link between atolls; three or four large voice radio nets at each atoll; sample planes with a 
capability of obtaining samples at altitudes up to 55,000 ft; an improved weather service capab!e 
of forecasting winds at high altitudes and of making wind runs in the vicinity of zero point, up 
to shot time, and at altitudes up to about 100,000 ft; and a large number of four-wheel-drive 
vehicles. 

Required from the Navy were a large carrier-based helicopter group and a helicopte: 
landing barge; the use of a ship to transport devices and major components to the Forward 
Area and to furn!sh close support to the shot barges; the use of an LSD to transport shot barsas 
between a:o!ls; frequent interatoll surface lift; sea p!:.ne~ for interatoll airlift when the Enin- 
man strip A?< not avaiiabl e; and ships with a capabilit; of supporting prolonged operations, 
including actual firing from afloat. 

The need for many additional landing craft and DURW’s was immediately evident. There 
remained to be settled the questions of how many, where, and manned and maintained by whom. 

Development of the DOD projects entailed additional support and participation by the Navy, 

including two drone Liberty ships, five tugs, two salvage vessels, one destroyer mine sweeper, 

two patrol planes, and the modification of several landing craft. 
In addition to sample planes and control planes for the samplers, the following support was 

required from the Air Force: planes for weather reconnaissance, for DOD effects projects, 
and for documentary photography; L-13 and helicopter airlift at Eniwetok and helicopter lift at 
Bikini until arrival of the carrier-based group; and several C-47 round trips daily between 
Enlwetok and Bikini. Many special flights were required from the Military Air Transport 
Service (MATS) for the transportation to the Forward Area of devices and components not ready 
in time for surface shipment and for the return of samples after each shot. 

‘MATS was also required to provide regularly scheduled airlift between Travis and Hickam _ 
Air Force Bases and Eniwetok for passengers and urgent freight; and the Military Sea Trans- 
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port Service (MSTS) was required to provide surface lift between the West Coast and PPG for 
ordinary freight including,trailers, boats, and vehicles. 

Although the over-all basic requirements were fairly well known early in 1953, it was late 

in the year before the details of most of them were ironed out. For example, February planning 
for sampling contemplated the use of B-57’s, F-84G’s, B-36’s, and a B-52 if one were included 
in the DOD effects program. By October it was apparent that there was little chance of any 
B-57’s being ready for Castle, and a need had arisen for some fairly low-level sampling on 
each shot by a B-29. No B-52 was assigned to effects tests. 

Ir April a monthly status report system was established which was used to determine 
support requirements other than technical and construction requirements of the various proj- 
ects. Construction requirements were handled directly between the projects and Section J-6. 
Detailed housing, weather, and vehicle requirements were ready in July, and requirements for 
landing craft, trailer movements, transportation of nuclear components, and sample return 

were ready in October. 
An aircraft positioning meeting was held at LOS A!amos in October 1953 to establish an 

organization and program to enable CTG 7.1 to carry out his responsibilities in connection 
with recommending safe positions for aircraft at shot time while meeting, in so far as practi- 
cable, requirements for acquiring data and operational requirements. This was the first of 

nany.meetings for this purpose, most of which were held between shots in the Forward Area. 
l?eqAirc:-d phasing of major elements of military support was conchuded in December. 
Deterr.y;nation of all these requirements represented -months of negotiation and BCC?liJlU- 

lation of int;rm~tic;n; most requirements changed in at least a minor degree as the ccnceyt rmd 
schedules &tanged and better planning in.forn;ation became available. 

3.4.3 Training and Rehearsals 

Details of training are covered as appropriate in the reports of the various programs, 
projects, and Task Units. Extensive training of personnel and testing of equipment went on 
before movement overseas and continued at PPG. TG 7.1 was represented in the full-scale 
Air Task Group rehearsal, Operation Tigercat, off San Diego in October 1953. A Task Force 
rehearsal preceded the first shot. Projectwise and frequencywise the participation was corn- 
plete. Evacuation was not rehearsed. For a number of days before each shot, dry runs of the 
timing and firing system were held once or twice a day. 

Operations for which timing was important, such as recovery operations and key operations 
scheduled for D-l day, were rehearsed as often as necessary to determine the actual time re- 

quired and to decrease that time as practicable. 

3.5 MOVEMENT TO THE FORWARD AREA AND ASSEMBLY OF SUBORDINATE UNITS 

3.5.1 Personnel 

. Information regarding the expected number of personnel to be present in the Forward Area 
during Operation Castle was obtained from the monthly status reports submitted prior to 
forward movement by the various units of the Task Group. These population figures were sub- 

divided by location into the following general categories: sites at Bikini Atoll, sites at Eniwetok 

Atoll, and shipboard space. Detailed compilations were prepared showing the estimated weekly 
p&pu!ation at any location in the PPG. These population estimates were useful in determining 
such things as camp locations, camp size, MATS transportation required, and over-all camp 

support required of H&N. In comparing the estimates made during the fall of 1953 with the 
actual strengths, it is to be noted that the latter consistently ran approximately 80 per cent of 

estimated. 

The total number of quarters in all camps requested by the Task Group exceeded the total 
population by about 20 per cent, The excess was reqL:ired to permit scme pcrsoznel who moved 
frequently between locations to have permanent quarters in two camps. Dur!ng t!ie operation it 
was discovered that many persons who had requested a billet only in some camp other than 
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Parry were required to be on Parry part of the tims with a conseciuent crowdiiig of that can),-. 

Especially aftei. the land L‘ZI,?S at ET.: ini were n:) longer habits!,!c, personnel can,; to r,:gard 

the Parry camp as head,,,.. ~~~~rter.+ ai,d desired to huve a perrnzr. ant billet there. Since th+> Ta&k 

Group had too fea spaces on Parry to assign each member a billet for exclusive occupancy, a 
“hotel” system was used, and perab:l~ visitin; Parry from other conips were bil!etcd wherever 
space was va::;ar:t. This s?~trirn w? 3 in<ocvenif:;t and unjatisfactor*y, but it was the only solution 

to the e.yccjs ot p?rSiinS 05-2~ quari?rS. It is r?c:jmmend:d for future operations that each 

perjor? have a perma~?..t space iu the ba.je Cli:!lp, regard!es; of the time he may sper,d at other 

locations. 
Each individual traveling to the Forviard Area was required to complete a minimum of 

processing prior to his departure. This processing was controlled by the Adjutant General at 
Los Alamos. Additional persocnel-processing points ‘per? establi.shed at UCRI., Livermore, 

and at Lookout Mountain Laboratory, LOS An$slej, to accontmridilte the persor.nel from these 

statio;:s. This processing included the following: 
1. Preparation of travel orders for each individual. 
2. Preparation of identification cards for those persons not already possessing them. 
3. Notification to each individv,-t! of the immunization requirements for travel west of 

Hawaii and the procedure for oblai:,i.?g this immunization. 
4. Issuance of neces;‘>.iy government transportation requests to military personnel re- 

quired to use commercial transpor Ltion within the Zone of Interior (ZI). 
5. Notification by teletype to the TG 7.1 senior representative at PPG of the expected 

time of arrival of each individual. 

The movement to the Forward Area was by individual rather than by unit. Most nongovern- 

ment employees traveled from the Kest Coast to Hawaii via commercial airline and therice to 
the Forward Area by MATS. Military persome and DOD civi1is.n employees, with few excep- 

tions, traveled from Travis Air Force Base, California, to the Forward Area via MATS. A 
small percentage of personnel, both ntilitary and civilian, were transported by MSTS or naval 
ships. 

. Eniwetok Atoll was considered the base of operations for the entire Forward Area. The 
largest portion of the Task Group personnel was located at this Atoll. Bikini Atoll was used as 
a forward working area for those units participating in the shots fired at this location. A maxi- 
mum population of 1027 was attained in the Forward Area on Feb. 27, 1954 when 536 persons 
were at Eniwetok Atoll (including 16 at other miscellaneous islands), and 491 were at Bikini. A 
complete chart, showing the total personnel present by week, is shown in- 3.3. 

Although the majority of personnel were present at Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls, a few of 
the project personnel of TU-13 were based at Guam, Wake, Kwajalein, Ponape, Kusaie, Johnston, 
and Rongerik. These projects situated at outlying sites were primarily concerned with ion:- 
range fall-out, biomcd:cal studies, ionosphere recor,d;::,s, water-wave studies, aud micro- 
barography. 

All arrivals at Eniwetok Atoll were processed by the Hezdquarters Commardant for TG 7.1 
at Parry Island. This processing included bil!etin_, J arrangement for transportation to other 

locations, and an orientation with regard to facilities and procedures in the Forward Area. An 
accurate daily account by name was kept to show individuals present at each of the major 

locations. 

3.5.2 Equipment 

Movement of. equipment of the Scientific Task Group was accomplished by two means of 
transportation, namely, by water and by air from the ZI to the Forward Area and will, there- 
fore, be discussed in separate subsections. 

. 
(a) Water Every effort was made to move the maximum possible amount of equipment 

to the Forward Area by water from the Naval Supply Center, Oakland, Calif., and to so schedule 
the arrival of cargo at the Navai Supply Center that it could be moved on regularly scheduled - 

MSTS cargo ships which sail about once a month to Kwajalein and Eniwetok. However, owing to 

the large number of large trailer vans and other heavy lifts which required deck loading, it 
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was necessary to sch.:du!e two ships for bc!h November and December of 1953. Water rri.JtTr _ 
nlent oi eqliiptr;;:nt be;zn irl August, reached a peak in November and December, a!.,.: ‘~2 5 c : r:- 
p!eted Sj the ship in J:!!!\:,~ry 1954. 

J-4 as~en;bl,~d data fror!i the ruutine nicnthly status reports of various project5 relati7.e t,, 
the shipment of equipment and material including the type and voluklie of equipme.-.t to be 
shipped and also the time the shipper could have the cargo arrive at Oakland. By coordinati!ig 
with J-3, J-4 was able to determinr when it -6’7s operational!p necessary for the equipment to 

reach the Forward Xrca. Projects were then informed by letter of the date cargo should reach 
the Naval Sutjf>ly Center. In many cszs project equipn!znt was scheduled to move over a thre:- 
or four-month period. Close contact was maintained bt l:-z?en the J-4 Office at Los Alarnos ar.d 

the J-4 Liaison Officer at the Naval Supply Center to control loading of vessels in accordance 

with operational priority requirements. Movement of all water-lifted cargo was accomplished 

on schedule and without loss of any equipment and with only minor damage to two trailers 
during the off-loading of equipment in the Forward Area. Ships were routed to discharge cargo 
at both Bikini and Eniwetok Ato!!s, which eliminated unnecessary shuttling of equipment from 
Eniwetok to Bikini. 

Water Shipments (MSTS), ZI to PPG 

October 1953, 286 L!T January 1954, 984 L/T 
November 1953, 375 L./T February 195-1, 393 L/T 
December 1953, 939 L/T March 1954, 15 L/T 

April 1954, 2 L/T 

Total: 2994 L/T 

Seventy-nine large van trailers were included in the above ta.bu1atior.s. 

(bl Air. Air shipments of equipment to the Forward Area were placed in the MATS system 

at Travis Air Force Base. Control of air shipments was maintained in the J-4 Office at Los 
Alamos by means of restricting the issuance of air priorities to that office. Every effort was 
made to restrict air shipments to materia! and equipment which, owing to its sensitive nature, 
such as film or deltcate instruments, or owing to the rush requirement for operational use, 

precluded shipment by water. Also certain weapon components were shipped by air, as dis- 
cussed in Sec. 3.6. 

All air shipments were consigned to Eniwetok and, when necessary, forwarded by daily 
C-47 shuttle to Bikini. 

Air Shipments (U4TS), ZI to PPG 

October 1953, 8,000 lb January 1954, 74,000 lb 
November 1953, 
December 1953, 

18,000 lb Febrliary 1954, 61,254 lb 

42,000 ib Mari.?: I?‘:! 27,033 lb 

April 1954, 12,649 lb 

Total: 242,336 lb 

3.6 MOVEMENT OF DEVICES AND COMPONENTS 
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3.7 ON-SITE OPERATION AND REHEARSAL 

3.7.1 General 

In planning Castle the philosophy involved was to consider Eniwetok as the base and Bikini 
as just another shot island. Within limits this plan was carried out; but the magnitude of the 
Bikini effort, the distance involved, communication difficulties, and the abandonment of many 
shore-based facilities at Bikini after the first shot made it necessary to provide a much larger 
staff and more facilities at Bikini than had been assigned to any shot island in the past. 

Throughout the operation many programs, task units, and all staff sections were well rep- 
resented at both atolls, and toward the end of the operation all projects involved at both sites 
had representatives at both locations and were ready to shoot at either of them on 18-hr notice 
or less. In this respect greater flexibility was achieved than had been the case in any previous 

operation. 

3.7.2 Test Facilities 

Criteria for the design and construction of lest facilities and estimates of labor and equip- 
ment support required by TG 7.1 were collected from the various Task Unit Commanders, 
Program Directors, and Project Officers by J-6. Conflicts were resolved, locations were as- 
signed, completion dates were established, and the total requirements were passed to TG 7.5 
for execution. In addition to the foregoing basic respunsibility, J-6 also prepared the work 
orders necessary for the actual s.upport of the various projects; operated a system of machine 
shops for the convenience of the e.qerimenters; fcrnished a representative at each of the LASL 
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J-6 ‘XziS composes:! c: 10 ixer1 r?presmt;iL, the DOD, UCKL (LiWu13re)) 2!d L.-?,c:., X:.:1 
the LASL group serving as th.? final clearin, 

. . v house for a!1 three ag+nctss m tran;c:itt-..*.g tb.2 

requirements of TG 7.1 to TG 7.5. During the planning phase the four UCRL representati*;e; 
functioried from their oy;;i’i; lzi?l;rat,z:.y, whercrs. the:. DOD represeLktiv* estzb!ish<d resi$>:.cc 

at Los Alarr:Iis. During tk. e i:. +trur:*:.;t-_tir;r. n::! shct periods th+t;+ thre? gxJl;!Js clJf!lbi!lJ< in 

the For-card Area, and repr+stin!>ki\ ~5 of this corzbined group XXI‘-? st2tione.d at the varil>,:j 
sites throughout the PPG where major activities concentrated. Ur,der this method of operlrtior. 
in the field, individua! members of the group were not restricted to prob_lems of their paron: 
agency and frequellt!y assisted other agencies in accomplishing the over-ail mission of the 

Task GTGUP. 
Durir;g the period from Octod. i~r 1952 to May 1953, devices or wez>o ns p!:d e:~:L:.::iX?..k.S 

were ad.:e:d or deletd from the operation with a frqk-:w;; that pr.:“,uced a ccr:tir.:-! rsvisL,j.: 

of the test facilities require d by th? resulti1.g scientific program.::. Ho,%ever, at th-? end ol 

May 1953, it was estimated that the basic criteria necessa ry for the design of 95 per cent of 

the scientific structures had bee:\ tr&smitted to the AEC Fie!d M=.ager, Eniwebk Field Office 
The tech?!que employed duri!:; this period ~ir‘ds to delineate items which wou!d be required in 

the operatior? regardl<;s of the ccr;cept of the day. This inciuded items such as the Parry as. 
sembiy area, the Bikini s&;:!?rir.-? cable sj-Stt:m, mo&ficatio,ns to the Parry cryogenic p:li:fj, 

and the basic major scientific stations. This approach was necessary because the time in- 

volved in design, procurement, and construction.precluded *k-aitir.6 until the concept was firm 
and locations were selected befor. 0 gathering the test-facility criteria. 

Final zero positions for the sza shots then in the progra.9 K?;‘< selected in JXW, and the 
location of all stations witi: respect to these zero poirts was cc?:!_:+:z:! and publ!s?.ed f.n a p:‘- 

liminary instrument chart. The addition of the stiventh SkGt in >r,rs: di$. not recr_iire a.dI:iz:;,j!:i’: 

facilitie’s beyond the barge from which it was to be fired. 
By mid-July construction was sufficiently advanced to necessitate opening the J-6 Office 

in the Forward Area to maintain close coordination with the constriction forces. Upon arri:;a! 
of the experimenters in January and February of 1954, the major portion of the test facili:its 
were ready for use. 

The revisions in the shooting sequence and locations resuit’ng from the effects of th: firs: 
and subsequent shots had little effect upon the facilities required beyond an expansion of tra-? 
existing capability of firing a barge shot in the Mike crater at Eniwetok Atol!. 

In the course of the operation approximately 700 scientific stations were constructed, 
nearly 1500 work orders were prepared, and 21 man-months of machinist time was expend-:d 

in the J-6 Shcp in s>p!;ort of the mission of TG 7.1. 

3.7.3 Intra-atoll Air!ift 

Local airlift between the islands of the Bikini and Eniwetok Atolls was required owing to 
the widely scattered experiments which were conducted during Castle. The operating agency 
for these airlift services was TG 7.3 at Bikini and TG 7.4 at Eniwetok. 

Late in 1953 the Bfkini intra-atoll airlift was put into operation with a total of seven 
H-19 helicopters operated by an Air Force detachment. In January regularly scheduled flights 
originating at Eninman Island proceeded around the atoll in clockwise and counterclockwise 
directions alternately, stopping at Enyu, Romurikku, and Namu Islands. Ten dally flights were 
ample to handle the traffic when augmented by special flights until the last week in January, 
when an increasing atoll popu!ation required a total of 12 flights dailjr to meet the traffic de- 

mands. At this time the Marine Corps Helicopter Squardron arrived and assumed the re- 
sponsibility for the airlift. The Air Force detachment continued to provide a portion of thr 
airlift service in coordination with the Marines until they and their aircraft were phased out 
to Eniwetok just prior to the first shot. 

During February the Marine Corps aircraft, although based for maintenance aboard the 
carrier, were based for operation on the beach at EninmZn, where they could be more easily 
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handled and dispatched in the airlift service. All requests for the use of helicopters, whether 
on regular flights or for special missions, were handled through the J-3 Section, which con- 
trolled the dispatch of the helicopters through a central H&N dispatcher, who handled the ar- 
rival and departures of passengers and cargo. A separate radio net for the dispatcher greatly 
facilita?ed the flow of traffic, which during the peak period in February hit a rate of about 3000 
helicopter passengers per week. . 

With the loss of the land base at Eninman Island r $his picture was altered . 
* somewhat. AU helicopter flights became special missions which, in most cases, were requested 

and laid on the previous night. The requests were normally submitted by project leaders and 
Task Unit Commanders to the J-3 Section on the USS Estes who relayed them to the J-3 rep- 
resentative on the USS Bairoko. The consolidated requests were then submitted to the ship’s 
Operations Officer, and the schedule for the following day’s missions was drawn up. In addition 
to these, there were perhaps again as many requests for tran.cportation submitted during the 
day; therefore one day’s operation might consist of the dispatching of as many as 40 helicopter 
missions, many of which represented combined missions, 

The Eniwetok intra-atoll airlift employed three types of aircraft: the L-13 liaison aircraft, 
the H-13 two-seated helicopter, and the H-19 helicopter. The L-13 -,vas used to transport pas- 
sengers to the four islands having landing strips where an H-13 would be available to shuttle 
passengers to nearby icstal!ations. The H-19 was used for !ifting groups of pec,ple and heavy 
equipment directly to their destinations. 

For this service, TG 7.4 provided five L-13, four H-19, ar:d two H-13 aircraft which were 
controlled from the Parry airstrip by the Operations Officers oi TG 7.4. This number of 
r,;_ai!able aircraft fluctuated so that occasionally there was a si,ort?.ge of H-19’s which some- 
what hampered the operation. 

3.7.4 Interatoll Airlift 

The Bikini-Eniwetok airlift was operated by TG 7.4 as a schei:led airline over the 180 
nautical miles between the two ato!ls. Four C-47 aircraft were a.;a:lnbie to provide foedr round- 

trip frights daily, which were ample to handle the normal traffic 1~ : .i thrc,J<h Ja.;r;sry and 
February. Two PBM aircraft were also available for augmenting the interatoll airlift. 

Requests for space aboard the flights were submitted to the 5-3 Section at either BilXni or 

Eniwetok, which made the necessary arrangements with the H&h’ dispatcher for the handling 
and manifesting of passengers. During a representative week- in February there were 300 
TG 7.1 passengers carried between the atolls, along v.:!h about 25,000 lb of priority cargo 
arranged for by the J-4 Sactjon. 

With the Bikini airstrip out of commission1 
----7 

lthe PBM air-c::!f? uc-rc used to 
provide limited airlift between the atolls. The choppy waters of the lagoon and t!le inherent 
difficulty of handllng small boats for the transfer of passengers greatly limited their use, 
however, and the C-47 lift was reinstituted uhen the radiation lcvc!s permitted reentry to the 
airstrip. 

In view of the fact that the C-47 aircraft were utilized for f:i;!,! s clthrr t!..?n tflc,se between 
BiXni and Eniwetok, the schedule of four fligh!s per day n’ns tiiff:rr?lt to n:ni:.!:~in four an ex- 
tended period. Therefore, if the same number of flights ;ire r+oirt.d on a iL!ure :O!aera:ion, 

more transport aircraft should be avai!able. 

3.7.5 hlotor-vehicle Transportation 

Two main motor pools for general- and ~pecial-p2~rl tt!se \‘~‘j~jci~ii were chtsbl:sj-,ed on Oct. 

30, 1953, one at Parry Island and the other at Eninman Island. Tht se p(lo1s br*camc the control 

points for the utilization of all vehicles on the respec!ive atolls. 
All maintenance and repair of the vehicles of TG 7.1 were acrclfl~j~jj?ij~c! by H&N. Their 

dispatching was a function of the J-3 Trans&JrKation Officer. U!VJ :~2it:h**d :l.:.ii.;cs c.n a per- 
r.:s-ent or daily basis to the varic:us units of TG 7.1 a~c,.,rd!!:g 1~~ 1 ! : ‘ii * ~.:b.!y ! .7! .t!..‘. jsht,< ve_ 

j.lcglar rquircmcnts. Daily dispatching was practiced 1c.r ;lil .:a 1. ::I*.L :!, :.:.:< r tc, U!.i?iic_ I>,;-m 

ni05t efficiently. 
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The nea’ militlry \ehic!+s were p~scuric! 5; JT? SsVE\i ~6 j!>;gpc:i t;) ty.5 F~j~~*.~._< _A_y,:.>_ 

where thc:j* were ptvce~t;d an..l is: _: d by TG 7.2 UT; c!?:::.:.-J ndji::l rc_c?ipt kc> tf!t: J--g Si:c:i::,.. 

Some additiona: vehic!e;;, Wor!d War II t;;p+s of ge~eral-pcr:,tise ve!:icles, w2rs ;l;ad* am;ai: <oi- 

by the AEC and Project 1.8. Project 1.8 also authorize d the temporary use of some of the jeeps 
which were later to be u;ed as. test vehicles, and Tao of thz projects, Naval Ra.diolcgictl De- 
fense Laborato:y (N?.I)I,) and Look. ,:: &!?unt?.i!i l+s’y,jr::_;: ,y . ,, provided a number of their o’;iii 

, . 
venlcles. 

During the peak of thJ o$aratt% there w-re 121 vel:i<lerj of all types in usd by TG 7.1 on 
Eniwatok and 110 similariy in use on Bikini Atoll. By types and owners thes+ ;vert as fol!:,l.vj: 

--- - . .._-. - . - -I------ ~~_~_.~___.__ _ _... __ _.__ 

USAF 

0v;ner Type 
__--.. -.-.-_--.- .-.-- -. --- ._--__ _.- _._.._ 

JTF SES’E9 ‘/J-ton (4 x 4) 
?<-tOI1 (4 .< 4j W ‘kii*C!l 

3,a-ton (4 Y 4) w’o ui::ch 
Z’/;-ton (6 x 6) wi/wir.ch 
2’:;-ton (6 x 6) w.‘o u-inch 
5-ton (6 x 6) truck-tractors 
2’,2-ton decontamination trucks 
l’/l-ton trailers, wz.LL.Pzr, 4X g3! 

71/1-ton truck-tractors 
a!;-ton (6 x 6) flat bed trucks 
B-ton wrecker 
‘I-ton wrecker 

AEC 

Project 1.8 

NRDL 

TU-9 

i/,-ton (4 x 4) (World War II) 
x-ton (4 x 4) (World War H) 
I$$-ton (6 x 6) (World War II) 

‘/-ton (4 x 4) (test vehic!es) 

:G-ton (4 x 4) 

‘/d-ton (4 x 4) 

72 
20 
47 

5 
5 
3 
2 
2 

3 
2 
1 
1 

19 
6 
6 

27 

5 

5 
--. - ___. -__-___ _-...-_--__ 

Prior to the first shot, most of the vehicles on the upper islands of Bikini Atoll were 
evacuated to Enyu and Eninman where they were used by TG 7.1 personnel in preparing for 
subsequent shots. These were gradtrally evacuated to En!v:etok as the shot schedule prcgres,c-ad 
so that byJlorgenet~n_the total nur?.ber of TG 7.1 vehl t 
recovered! 

‘c’cz at Bikini was eight.%ayi WEA’e 

At Eniw+tok a concerted effort was made to reduce the r.umber of assigned ve’_!cles by ___ -- 
turning them over to the 3-4 Sectic.1, particular!y after the departure of UCRL personnel _----.--.- 

r- 
. _ 

‘The vehic!es were turned in to the H&N maintenance shops 
for first and second.echelon maintenance and then returned to TG 7.2 for disposition. 

_ 

3.7.6 I&a-atoll Boat Service 

The intra-atoll boat service was set up to provide efficient boat transportation for both 
Bikini and Eniwetok. The system provided for scheduled runs between established island camps 
and for nonscheduled trips to outlying islands and lagoon stations. It was also necessary to 
furnish boat transportation for evacuation of both personnel and materia1 and to provide for 
boats and DUKW’s for the recovery of records and samples after the shots. 

At Eniwetok the surface lift was handled by the H&N boat pool which maintained an aver- 
age of ten LCM’e, four LCU’s, and two water taxis in operation. Dispatching of boat trips was 
accomplished by the H&N Marine Department. Requests for trips by the Scientific Group were . . 
made to the J-3 Section which in turn scheduled the tried with the H&N dispatcher and issued 
boat request forms. In cases of conflict or when there were insufficient boats available, the 
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5-3 Section resolved the problem by arranging alternate 6olutfons. During the period D-3 to 
Di3 boat6 were scheduled in writing in advance after consultation with experimental personnel. 

This was necessary because of the large number of trips involved. 
Regular passenger and freight runs were made between Parry and Eniwetok Islands and 

between Parry and Rojoa Islands. Nonscheduled trips were sent as requested to virtually all 
the other island6 of the atoll and to the many lagoon raft, buoy, and barge stations. There was 

-. considerable nonscheduled traffic between Parry Island and ships anchored in the lagoon for 

both passengers and freight. 
At Bikini the surface liff was handled jointly by the H&N boat pool and by the TG 7’.3 boat 

pool, The H&N boat pool maintained’an average of nine LCM’s, five LCU’s, and eight DUKW’s 
in operation, whereas the Navy boat pool maintained an average of sixteen LCM’s, five LCU’s, 
and eight DUKW’s in operation. Dispatching of all boat trips was accomplished through the H&N 
Marine Department, to which the Navy boats were assigned daily as required. Requests for 
trips by the Scientific Group were handled in the same manner as those at Enlwetok, through 
the J-3 Section. After operations at Bikini became entirely waterborne, all boat trip6 were 
dispatched by the H&N boat dispatcher on the USNS Ainsworth who worked in c.oordination nith 

the Navy boat dispatcher on the CSS Belle Grove. 

The Bikini service provided for regular passenger and freight runs between Enlnman and 

N&mu, Aomocn and Enyu, and Namu and Aomoen Islands. Special runs were made to virtually 
al! other isla;;ds of the atoll and to the numerous lagoon raft, buoy, and barge stations. There 
w_‘re, in addition, a large number of trips bet-czen ships and the islands and from one ship to 
a:.$:ther. Wh?n the camps had been closed and the entire operat!on became waterborne, i&re 
VF ?e re,gular boat trips among the ships. 

In addition to the boat-pool craft for common use, there were a number of project boats 
and boat-pool craft which worked exclusively with certain groups. Among these were the buoy 
boat and whale boats,of Project 1.6 and the specially fitted LCU’s and LCM’s for Projects 3.2 
and 1.4, respectively. 

Prior to the shots the Scientific Group requested an average of seven boat trips per day 
at each atoll. Daring the period D-3 to D+3, the average number of requests was 14 per day. 
These figures cover special trips in direct support of scientific WGrk. An average of 14,000 
persons per month moved by boat at Eniwetok, and an average of 15,000 persocs per month 
were moved at Bikini. The freight handled at each atoll amounted to an average of 50,000 meas- 
ured tons per month. These figures include perscjnnel and freight concerned with H&N support 
as Tell as direct scientific sapport. Boat mainterznce Tas performed at Eniwetok by the H&N 
%Iarine Department shops. At BZini work on H&N boats was performed at Eninman Islaqd until 
the camp was abandoned, and then it was performed by the USS Belle Grove. All work on the 

TG 7.3 boats was done by the USS Belle Grove. 

3.7.7 Interatoll Surface Lift 

The interatoll surface lift was set up to move large amounts of cargo from Eniwetok to 
Bikini during the early period and to move large amcunts in the reverse direction during the 
later pzriod. This lift also provided space to move passengers between atol!s. Regular runs 
-*ere made by LST 762 and LST 551 except for a period when LST 551 required repairs and a 
substitute vessel took her place. These ship6 alternately made round trips which averaged six 
days each. The trips were scheduied by the H&N Shipping Department which arranged for all 
loading and unloading. Scientific ;!laterials, trailers, and special shipments were handle-d by 
J-4 through H&N shipping personnel. The surface lift moved large quantities of scientific 
equipment as well as support supplies, An average of 1100 long tons of freight and equipment 
belonging to TG 7.1 was moved between atolls each month until the first shot day. The figure 
was considerably reduced after this event. The lift proved to be adequate at all times. 

During the period when the Enlnman Island airstrip was unserviceable, one ship of TG 7.3 
sailed each day from both atol!s to assist in moving frsight hnd passengers. The tj;;je of ship 
used in these tri;)s ranged from LST’s !hrcaugh fleet tugs to dectroyers. The USS Belle Grove 

made two trips between atolls carryil;, p loaded LClJ’s in order to move H&X heavy cr;Jiprnent 
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3.7.8 Off-ato!l Activities 

0wl1;~ to c_ti? es1:zr.dc.l fscilLti+; ,xt Eni~x:ief$:k 2r.d th+ inciusi~n of Bikini .4toll in PPG, off- 
attill act:viti~s w+r? red~d,rcd ir? cv!*,:~rison t:? thy r,r:rSsc of such zc_tivitzLes ire Ope:.;itir;p_ 1~~. 
Of a tota! of ni32 off-at<,!! prc:jt:ct;, eight were sx,nsored by DOD. * 

Five of tlse cuff-atoll proj-:cts r?;‘.:irid no actii-e C? cor.tinu!>us sil;p~,rt from this head- 
quarters other than notification of shut delays. In general these were concerned with long- 

range effects and used existing facilities within their own organizations. 
The projects involved in off-atoil activities were as follows: 
1. Project 1.2: Acoustic pressure signals in water, with various stations in the Atlantic 

and Pacific oct?zs. 

2. Project 1.6: Water-l.va:’ 2 studies, a project participating both locally and at stations at 

Mldxay, Wake, Guam, and Cai!fornia. 
3. Project 4.1: Btonl~di,rx! star..!! 2s, which were established after Shrimp at Kwajalein to 

study the effects of the inad;?:: e;ir la!l-out on the residrnts of Rongerik and Rongelap Atolls, 

4. Project 7.1: Electro!x~~netic radiation calibration, with stations in thr? United Siates, 
Hawaii, Alaska, Scot!and, axi Grelr.land. 

5. Project 7.2: Drtacticln vf air’r;orne low-freqdensy sound, xitL AL stXtion3 in J?.pxn, Haaaii, 
Alaska, Greenland, and Germxy. 

The four other projects operating off-atoll for which direct support was arranged by this 
headquarters were as follow;j: 

1. Projects 2.5a, 2.5b: Fall-out distribution studies at Kwaja!ein, PonLpe, Kusaie, and 
Majuro. 

2. Project 17.1: Microbarogrd;:hy, with stations at Kwajalein and Ponrpe. 
3. Project 6.6: Ionospheric effects studies at Rongerik. 
The gross fall-out collectors of Projects 2.5a and 2.5’0 required no support during the 

operation and were collected after Runt II. The microbarographic stations on Kwajalein and 
Ponape required weekly visits for rotation of perxnne!. Scheduled MATS airlift was used when 

possible, but an occasional sp.?cill PB&I or SX-16 flight xas required to accomplish this rci- 

tation. Boat transportation to secor?dary stations, necessarily several miles removed from the 

base stations, was provided locally. 

The greatest support difficulties were e.xperienced in connection with Rongerik Atoll and 
Project 6.6, where LST 551 was damaged during unloading of equipment on the beach in Jan.lary 
and was out of commission during the critical build-up period. The station had to be aba!:.‘cn: 1 .---- 
in March oting to excessi’.-i: Lill-ol:t $d was only reactivated in April by p; ,,. 

viding off-s!xre support fat. the pei;onnel in the form of a PC or DDE. The project pea:):- 
lived aboard the vessels a:;? matulnd the staticn through expected shot times. 
these people and those of Project 17.1 at Ponape was frequently hampered by 
of aircraft space. 

,, 
., 

I 

3.8 SHOT-PHASE EVACUATION 

3 -8.1 Planning 

The rotatic. of 
a critical sk~jrts.c~e 3 

As soon as it was determined that consideration of blast and radiological hazards would 

require %. 
mplete evacuation of personnel except the Firing Party from Bikini Atoll for the 

first tesq _ ,! and probably for subsequent tests, planning for such evacuations com- 
menced in the ZI to be sure that adequate facilities, especially seagoing vessels, were provided. 

For planning purposes the monthly status reports of the projects yielded much information 
with regard to the location of instrumented stations, the numbers of people involved, and their 
distribution throughout the atoll. Because of the size and scope of the operation, it was planned 
to establish a chronological check list for each of the shots, listing the activities to take place 
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during the five days prior to shot time. It was believed that this would provide for an orderly 
movement of personnel and equipment with minimum interference to experimental preparation 

during the critical period. 
After arrival of the various commands in the Forward Area, detailed planning was started. 

Conferences among JTF SEVEN and the several Task Groups were held to settle such matters 
as appointment of Transport Quartermasters, ship positions, ship movement, allocation of 
shipboard space t0 the various Task Groups, and muster. Planning by TG 7.1 was accomplished, 

_ based on the id;rmation discussed at these meetings. 

ievacuation plan was the most detailed of those issued during Operation Castle 

Th+ since it wa cover the initial evacuation, establishing procedures which would be followed 
in subsequent evacuations. Each event description on this check list iEcluded the names of the 

people involved, the times, and the support required. The finall- ,fplan was issued on c 
February 20, as an appendix to TG 7.1 Operation Plan No. l-53. It included information on ship 
positions; evacuation deadlines; instructions for the use of boats, helicopters, interatoll surface 
and air transportation; trailer movements; and other general subjects. As the events on this 
check list took place, they were checked by J-3 to ensure completion. The check list was kept 
current by nightly conferences. It was necessary for the J-l and J-3 Staff Sections to work in 
close cooperation to determine the disposition of the Task Group personnel aboard ship. It was 
agreed that as soon as an individual’s contribution to the shot was completed, he would be evac- 
u~:(:d either to Eniwetok Atoll or to one of the evacuation ships, depending upon the location of 
his required postshot activities. The oper?*‘::.nal functions of the principal evacuation ships 
were as follows: 

i_‘qS R&es: Command, Staff, and AC--:sers 
l.9S Curtiss: Weapons assembly and shot barge support 

USS Bairoko: Rad-Safe and recovery parties 
URNS Ainsworth: Personnel required in the area but not assigned to other vessels 

Instructions issued to personnel to be t . evacuated &included disposition of clas- 
jii!+:d documents, personal effects to be taken aboard, shuttle boat schedule between ship and 
.‘YOorcLand the like. A passenger ilst for each ship was initiated: 

__- 

I _.. J 
. 

corrected and final passenger lists were submitted to JTF SEVEN. EachGividual 
at B?kini was issued a card indicating his assignment to a room aboard a specified ship. 

Subsequent evacuation p!anning at Bikini became a much simpler process owing to the - 
waterborne nature of the operation With island camps no longer available, the 
*movement of personnel and equipm=etneen ships and islands was more subject to control, 
end preshot evacuation became largeiy a matter of movi,lg the vessels out of the lagoon. Plan- 
ning for these evacuations accordingly was simplified and consisted of check lists for the final 
day’s activities. - I 

At Eniwetok a plan to evacuate the upper islands was maredf _ but the evacua- 
tion was halted when the shot was canceled ---_- _ Most of the personnel and equip- 
m+nt were drawn out of the usper islands of Eniwetok Atoll, and the Ursula camp was abandoned 

sotin afterward. Fad a similar plan was prepared and executed. 

, 
3.8.2 Personnel Evacuation and Muster 

on( * -r2 the evacuation to the ships began for this shot. J-l representatives went 
aL:ard their respective ships prior to the embarkation of passengers to assist Task Group 

rirtirnel ia locating quarters, offices, etc. A majority .tf personnel moved to shipboard on the 

r!iorning Of -1. At approximately noon on -1 the vessels left their anchorages , 
off the var!ous islands and assembled at anchorage off En+ Here the remainder of the per- 

sonnel were taken aboard, and personnel were transferred as necessary to be located on the 
proper vessel. The ships then left the lagoon. 

The plan for a CG:7.p:ete sight muster involved assignment of Task Groilp personnel to 25 
muster groups, each r+rescnting a specific organization or working unit. For each muster 
group a muster officer .;;as appointed. >luster lists were prtyarsd by J-l 2nd distributed to 
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the must-:: celfi::c:rs, 2nd 2C a predeaigil2ted time a sight mlLster of all %&L ‘:.r,u. Ts+ji..“.-?’ 
in PPrj ‘n.2.j C:3!!::..~.t. :. . , 

Mu5k 7 25 :;. _‘-.-n ~i~il!tlneo~~31y at both zto!:r; or. Shrin;p--2 2; 1?7.) hfiu:::. 
Each muster oificer turn?? m to the J-l representative at his location a signed nld:;;er shr6;t 

indicating tk.21 ~;octil 11 of h, :j oers*,n;!+l he had sig ht-mustered. The J-l rei)rcsentatives :hcn 

report?? th.:i pl,riil:i; of the t!:*iStEr ho had received to the: Task Grc*;p %ius:sr Officer for his 

atoll. The Taik Grc,:.i: ?,TL :cr Ofi‘izerj: for Bi!;ini and Enilz+tck then consolidated the er?‘ire 
mustsr, accr,ui..tii:g f,;r A:?. ,:crsi’r.,l,>! in the FuryJiard Area. Upon completion of ths &muster at 
Bikini, J-l reprcz;;ci:tati,. -a were stationed at each ship’s gar,;%ay to register perssnr,e! err.- 
barking and debarking. Th?se arriya!s and departures were then reported to the Bikini Task 
Group MlLster Officer. A running account of the move+lent of each individual was kept, 2nd the 
muster was cornp!et+d at about 1830 hours on -1 when a!! perscmel were ai’loat. 

As a result of the Ishot, the lacd areas of Bikini Atoll were closed e:<ce$ to work 
parties, and all per5i;n.n:l -~.:r_ qu.:.r!?;sJ.1 a?.,ard S’;ii>, wh!c:7 sicig’lfted the parsonqel-e*:acy2- 

tion prab!em:; for subs?;;e:!: tests. Sir;ce shiptoar? spzce was limited, the num’olrs: of per- 

sonnel at that site bet-,ve+n shot tinles were reduced to half of the peak reached in the iatter 
part of February. Similia~y,_the_r?l17lbers present at Bikini for muster at shot time were often 

only half that e_xperienced! 3 For shok suSsey,wilt to -I muster1r.g on the Ester, 
Curtiss, and the Balroko ~a.+ accomplished perscjnally by the Jr1 representative aboard. On 
the Ainsworth, where the p+~l!at!:~n X’PS the grez.te&, a mcdified sy.ztepi of m&or grotips V,YP 
used. Once the muster com;llcnced, g.zlgway checks were maintained to assure t&complete 
accountability of all Task Group persor.nel. At Eniwetok the system usedr . _ Jwas con- 
tin d throumhout the operation. 

r” 
exact muster times varied with each shot arid depended upon existing con- 

ditions, but, in genera!, a minimum amount of time was permitted for mustertng purposes. 
Similarly, not uuterj *xere car;-unrent!;- conducted at Bi’-:lni a::d Eniaetok. It is to be 

noted thatl._ 1 2 muster was col:dilcted at Bikini only. Complete control of personnel 
movement to and from Eniwetok, close liaison with J-3, and good communications proved to be 
the solution to an easily completed muster. 

3.8.3 Evacuation of Property 

- Both prior to L and thereafter as the occ2slor1 required, persormel of J-4 were sta- 
tioned at strategic points during critical phases of evacuation 2nd reentry to facilitate the ex- 
peditious handling of property of TG 7.1 requiring movement to and from various points both 
at Bikini and Eniwetok. 

For: ---the original plarLn!ng called for evacuation of a!1 TG 7.1 property from sites 
Boko’oy;: !$~a., N3.1. 2, Yu:;chi, Ror-~~~~i~:.~ l,l, and Aom~n to sites Er.inms:l and Er:yu as well as 

movemeilt on” __.__,-1 lay of a nu;::‘Jer of semitr,i q’lers and cerMn special czrso from E!ikib:! 

to Eniwetok by LSY. In order to implement the shove, J-4 personnel were stationed at Nam.:, 

Romurikkzu, Enyu, a::d E:ii;l.man to see that the evacuation was carried out withoot difficulty, 

which was accomp!tshed aith the &xzaption that it took 3 hr longer than planned to complete 
the off-loadlng and placement of fin21 loads of vehicles evacuated to Enyu. 

Original212nning called for reentiy and norm21 operation from ashore sites c--------. s__1 
‘when it was found that ashore operation was impossible, it became necessary 

acua7ZX 4 arge amaunt of TG 7.1 properpI from Eninman and Enyu to Enlwetok. There 
was a period of three weeks of une.xpected shipping actlvitg required by immediate evacuation 
of vehicles and operational support property no longer needed at Bikini owing to afloat opera- 
tion and the’ possibility of further damage to property not required for operational use which 
could be evacuated to Enlwetok. During this period over 30 semitraile,rs and 50 motor vehicles 
of various types, along with tons of other general property, were moved from Bikini to Enl- 
wetok. This movement was carried out by work parties from ships in the lagoon. There was 
only one point where an LST could beach, and difficulty was encountered on several occasions 
because of LST grounding on a sandbar at beaching site. There was only one crane available _ 
for loading. No property w2s left behind, but the operation was very limited in the amount of 
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Subsequent to the evacuation of material fol- 

only normal expected activity was encountered in connection with evacuation 

for the various scheduled shots. 

3.9 OPERATION AFLOAT 

e , 

‘9 

l 
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--I Headquarters, TG 7.1, was transferred to the USS Est;s on February 
28. With the advent of fall-out and damage to the Eninman comple4 1 it became 
necessary to maintain TG 7.1 Headquarters on the USS Estes for the remainder of the Bikini 
Operation, which included all but the last shot, and to conduct operations from afloat. 

The Bikini phase of the operation involved a total cf five vessels, each with a special task. 
The USS Estes was the command ship fitted out for the control of aircraft used in tests. The 

USS Curtiss was especially suited for the support of the shot barges and classified material, 
whereas the USNS Ainsworth housed the bulk of the experimental and support personnel. The 
USS Bairoko and the US3 Belle Grove provided helicopter and beat support, respectively; in 
addition the USS Belle Grove transported the shot barges from Eniwetok to Bikini Atoll. Be- 
sides these major vessels, there were a total of five ATF’s, two LST’s, four DDE’s, one PC, 
Lnd assorted special -purpose craft involved in support of lagoon e_uperiments. 

Operationally, the lnajority of the planning for each day’s acti-cities originated aboard the 
i. ‘S Estes w;iere Y;e Co,,-.nanders of the Task Units and representatives of service organi- 
_ ‘: ens ‘.i’2re lc,ca:4 TF= _ . ,se plans were organized into missions which were then relayed to 
r :.1 er fhe USS EF_.iroko or the USNS Ainsworth, depend!ng upon the type of support required for 
c .:Lh mission. 

The J-3 representative aboard the USS Bairoko, in turn, worked out a schedule of flights 
to meet these demands and present the requirements to the Operations Officer who coordinated 
the schedule with other requests and dispatched the flights, In practice the two individuals co- 
operated in making up the schedule so that the most efficient use of helicopters could be real- 
ized in view of the demands placed on the USS Bairoko by other agencies. The importance of 
giving highest priority to the requirements of the experimenters was understood by the Opera- 

tions Officers. 

Boat requests were relayed to the J-3 representative on the USNS Ainsaorth, who pre- 

sented them to a boat panel comprised of representatives of TG 7.3 and 7.5 who allocated boats 
to meet these requests, Again, the requirements of the Scientific Group were given first pri- 
ority. The only real difficulty with the operation came out of the dalay inherent in the operation 

of boats in the choppy lagoon waters. 
The operation was greatly facilitated by the communications systems between the vessels, 

which consisted of the lo-, 30-, or go-watt Motorola transmitters and receivers and the 
“Joshua” circuit, an HF voice link between the USS Estes and Parry Island Headquarters of 
TG 7.1. 

A ship-based operation of the magnitude of Castle would seem to be feasible on!y if the 
instr\linentktion of experiments is complete prior to the shot phase. The activities necessary 
to keep up the stations; rework them between shots; and support all the numerous service 

activities such as power generators, timing and firin, 0 stations, and other nonexperimental but 

vital installations were sufficient to tax the capabilities of the fleet available for Castle. Boat 
cjpa;_&lion is in itself a hazardous occugatic?n in the rough water of Bikini lagoon, limiting the 
x:ount of traffic and loads necessary at the onset of such an operation. 

An Important factor in operating afloat is the psychological approach of personnel to the 
business of rurning 2 complex optiration in what at first seems to be a vacuum of isoiation. 

This can be a.lleviated in the future by sending representatives of the TG 7.1 staff to the vessels 
early in the operation so that they may become acquain!ed with the ship’s company and the 
:;,hysical conditions and locations of their office space. This n;ay save much confusion on 
?!iture operations. 
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3.10 RECOVERY OPER\T?ONS 

The probiems invol-ied !n tht 
similar for all shots in the BCAA 

throughout the operation. Despite 

recovery of e?rperi!rltinta! d2t.a fol!oniiig each s!.. t: ‘,.r.:,J 
area since the conditions estab!!shed by:-. 

r:c : : -. 
.dshct h;ld 

earlier qualms regarding the comple.xitiej of shipblarZ 

operation, most recoveries were eff?c:ed as early as could hz/e been expec!ed, “5 r?::! d;.;a,- 
being for the most part du? to radi(:logical consideration:;. 

X certain amount of s+~d; oi the recovery problem had prece ~!ed the oVtrsc?.i pbzse of ti-: 

operation. Recovery methods were discussed, and the varicus support items acre la!d ,j!i. In 

the field further discussions of recovery methods resulted in a,firm operating pian which was 
then given a full rehearsal with such vehicles, helicopters, or boats as the missioI; rey2ire.d. 

Thel ecovery plan was issued on February 22 as a rejtilt of these d!scuss!on~. 1t 
detailed the movements of each project for the period from shot. ti.me throt$r- -- 
whe;l it was felt that the majority of the recoveries w(;c!d hi%::? b-5;.? a~cor,;plij~~~.~~~~-?7_;re-:-li; 
OfT- - ,caused this plan to be abandoned, azd recovery of dafa -.vent at a much sio’,ver r;l:? 
than planned due to the e.xtensive fall-out in the islands. This experience led to the conrluston 
that detailed plans based on assumption6 of yield and fall-out patterns were of little val11e ex- 
cept as they served to acquaint the operations people with the problems involved. Subsiqut3nt 
plans were far less elaborate, allowing leeway for col!ditions wh!ch could not be predicted. 

Essentially these were !tsts of the participatir.;r projects, the locations of the instrumezt sta- 
tions, and the type6 of vehicles and other support most likely repuired. 

Following each shot the CTG 7.1 left the USS Estes to make an initial survey of the atoll 
to determine the damage to the stations and the radiation levels In critical areas. Upon his 
return the approximate times for the recovery missior:s were decided upon, and the early 
missions were dispatched. Some of these were made while the vessels were at sea, but the 
majority of the recoveries waited for the reentry of the fleei into the lagoon, when the recovery 

teams could be collected and dispatched by helicopter or boat. In all cases the recovery mis- 
sions were closely coordinated with the Bad-Safe Control Officer, who determined that the 
personnel were properly badged and clothed, and accompanied by a qualified monitor before 
proceeding into a contaminated area. The J-3 representative aboard the USS Ba!roko directed 
the helicopter missions a!?d made certain that the crews and project personnel were properly 
briefed. It was found that confus!on and mis~derstanding could be avoided by requiring th?t ?!I 
helicopter recovery missions originate on the carrier in order to bring the people together to 
talk over the missions. 

r- 

-GGdzally, the recovery t’ime depended rtGlstar?ce of the stati~~-f~~~~~~~~;-b~~t-?;7e‘ 
majority of the recovery missions went out on the day followinu the shots sher. the rad’.-.:: :.w. --- -- ----.~ _._... * 
levels had fallen someThat. _ -- _ -- 

Precautionary measures were observed on those missions entering hot areas, where en- 

gine failure or other mishap could result in dangerous radiation overdose. Helicopters flew id 
pairs on such missions, passengers were provided with signal flares, battery-operated Motor- 
ola sets were established in isolated bunkers, and, of utmost importance, special attention 

was given to the briefing of the crews and passengers on signals to be used. It was apparent 
that the simplest approach to the problem was the best and that the success of any system was 
entirely dependent upon the mutual understanding of that system by the pilot and passengers. 

. 

3.11 POSTSHOT REENTRY 

It became apparentr b hat the Bikini poitlon of Castle would be conducted from 
aboard ship. In a way this simplified the operation because the evacuation and reentry problems 
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became largely those of the movement of ships rather than large groups of people. Water con- 

tamination In the anchorage, which would have posed a very real problem to the operation, was 
never serious, and the fleet was able to reenter the lagoon soon after each shot. 

Upon the arrival of the LSD, US.9 Belle Grove, the M boats which she carried In the well 
were released and began the transfer of people between vessels by regular taxi service. M 
boats and LCU’s moored in the anchorage during the shot suffered fall-out from at least two of 
the shots and required decontamination prior to their use. These boats were needed for the 
bulk of the work that went on between events, carrying workers, fuel, and equipment into the 
instrumented Islands. 

The movement of people within the atoll was closely coordinated with the Rad-Safe Control 
Officer at all times during the operation. Boat and helicopter traffic into contaminated regions 
was required to clear through the Rad-Safe organization for protective ,clothing, film badges, 
and monitor!ng equipment when necessary. By monitoring the iadiation levels throughout the 
atoll, the Rad-Safe Control Officer could redefine the limits of restricted areas and clear them 
for traffic as radioactive decay &nd water dispersion reduced the contamination to safe levels. 

The employment of the “houseboat” LCU’S with expanded living quarters by Programs 13 
Lnd 15 proved to be exceptionally fortunate. Sfnce trailers and equipment were abcard as well, 
these groups xere able to rework their stations after each shot %i-ith a minimum of the support 
xhich \t*ouid otherwise have been required. 
r The main camp islands, Eninman and Enyu, contaminated by rather heavy fall-out! 

\iere rcen?ered two days after the shot for the purpose of recovering equipment and. 
-supplies and to :jrepae the UCRL and DOD installatIons[ ... _- 

This wo;k -:;ent ah&ad Without further delay since the fall-out problem was not encountered 
to any great degree from subsequent shots. 
for eight days follow!n&_ -- 

Eninman airstrip, which was out of commission 
c ,was placed back in use when the radiation levels ptrmitted 

working parties to clear away the debris. During thls ,tIme PBM type_.afr;raft provided a 
limited airlift between Eniwetok and Bikini, The wave again put the airstrip 
cxt of commission, but it was cleared and back in use uIthin three days after the event, 

At Enixeiok Atoll the reentry p __ __-_. -3 r&lem never arose since the lower islands were not evacu- 

ated[- .._. Reentry Into the apper Is!%i;ds of the atoll was limited to the recovery of data 
and equipment. 

3.12 SAMPLE RETURNS 

Prior to the overseas phase of Castle, a study of the transp;rt;ition roquiremtnts for de- 
livery of radioactive samples to ZI laboratories was cnbmitted to JTF SEVEN. As a result of 
this study and subsequent discussions, the follov-ing flight schedule for the return of samples 
was established: 

Flyaway 1, H+ 6 to 10 hr 
Flyaway 2, H 66 to 10 hr 
Flyax-ay 3, Hi 24 to 36 hr 
Flyaway 4, H+ 4 to 5 days 

In addition to these flights, which were to be made after each shot, previsions were made 
for the transport of samples by first priority h%TS fright when ntcecsary. During the course 
of the operation this service :;as uii1izi.d to re:Arn Prc.ject 21.4 4i.c 5: xples, with a dtiparture 
time of &but H+ 46 hr, which Flya,;:ay 3 Co?ild not 2.-c. 1. .’ kcause of Cstlit?r reqiilirements. 

The Flyaway aircraft generaliy fo!lowed !be p’;i.::r, ed schedule with average departure times 

of H+6 hr Ior the first two, H+36 hr for the third, rnd H+ 5 da\-5 for the last. Flyaways 1 and 2 
were C-97 aircraft, capable under normal wind ccnditions of arriving at Albuquerque within 20 
hr from take-off, including a lo- to 2O-rnin stup at Hic,kam Air Force Base. Flyaways 3 and 4 
were generally the slor;er C-54 aircrxft. 

The J-3 and J-4 Staff Sections of ‘I’G 7.1, ihrox;h their rt;Jrt+2_n:ativcS on Eniwetok, re- 

ceived the radicxtive Sai;>!J!CS from the prc:tcts, n:h.!e sure that ihcy w’(_re properly l:?c::?;Cd, 
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ma&cd, and monitored, and informrd JTF SEVEN oi t!x lc.ad and estinated tin;? of departiir? 
of th? aircraft. Ex_ct, Fly?:;.-,<;- aircr<~Ir ‘iv:.< 25.1;; _. 1 :1 S.L.:.‘..~.! Proj :t Oi’i;-er, \C,S,-,.. rc;;,.;l 

sibi!ity was the delivery of each sa:!.:j:e to a re&:r:.;;l-::ta!IY:- t of ih? l~tiurst~_ry cuncc:.i::Z, a!- 

though most projects had monitors aboard as xell. A nlr?sjye was dispatched to each labo- 
ratory having samples aborrd, givir,: estimated timti of arriv2.1 of the aircraft so that the 
reprcs ::ltxtil,-j;r could me?t thy $rcr ;[t and asa:?!ri~:‘r!~t,~,~~i_~_~~_.~ :~$a=. 

r --. --- 
_ ._._ .____-..-__--- .---.-.----- -- .---_I_L _ 

7 

I ; 4 a!so carried samples for the:? laboratories and for NRDL and Chem!- 

cal and Radiolc$ca! Laboratories as well. 
The sample-return program was succes:+f,A, pcrfor>iir.: its fvc:ction on schedv!e and wi?h- 

out n;%!lap. The nu~rlber of aircraft assizqed aT.2 the nu::l’kr of fiig;; 3 t - schec!-!zd WC L-1 both 

ample to meet the needs of the expz:.imenters. . 

3.13 COBIMUNICATIO~S 

The conm:unications mirsion of TG 7.1 was as follcC5: 
1. To procure, install, operate, and maintain special electronic and communica!ions equtp- 

ment required by the Scientific Task Group. 
2. To initiate voice time broadcasts for all elements of JTF SEVEN. 
3. To coordinate the processin g of TG 7.1 messages with responsible agenctes. 
Task Grcup requirements in the PPG for timir .g signals, radio teletype service, and com- 

mercial type radio equipment were the responsibility of EG.%G, and the requirements for milt- 
tary type radio equipment and telepb,>ne and buoy cable systems were the responsibility of 
TG 7.5, H&N. The AEC Communications Facility at Los Alamos was assigned the misston of 
operating the Los Alamos Terminal of the Eniwetok-Los Alamos RATT circuit and provtding 
communications support of TG 7.1 Headquarters, Los Alamos. One cryptographic security 
officer and one enlisted assistant, attached to TG 7.1, were assigned at the AEC Communi- 
cations Facil!ty, Los Ala.zos, to hand’ .o messages encrypted in military cryptographic syjte:;is. 
CTG 7.2 maintained and operated th? Eniw2tok terminal’of the Eniwetok-Los Alamos RAT’i 
circuit. CJTF SEVEN and H&N maintained and operated teletype stations on Parry connected 
with the Eniwetok terminal. 

The planning for communications facilities and services was based largely on the re- 
quirements submitted by the various projects of the Task Group in their monthly status reports. 
During this period close lia.ison was maintained with the J-5 Section of JTF SEVE!<, EC&G, a.? 5 
the Communications Sections of the other Task Grasps. In this way requests for services cc.*i:d 
be consolidated and frequency assignments coordinated. Two trips were made to the PPG by 
the Task Force Communicators in April and November 1953 to plan communications equipment 
installation, view site locations, and meet operating personnel. The Task Force command ship, 
USS Estes (AGC-12), was visited in San Diego on September 21, and plans were made for the 
allocation of space and the installation of new equipment. On October 27, TG 7.4 conducted 
Operation Tigercat off the West Coast. This was a rehearsal, both to shakedown the Estes 
communications system and to provide a mock shot-time air operation. The initial Electronics 
and Communications Plan for TG 7.1 was submitted to JTF SEVEN ln August of 1953, and the 
final plan was included in the Task Group Operation Plan NO. l-53, submitted in December of 

1953. 
The Communications Section of TG 7.1 set up operations at the PPG during the first week 

of January 1954. Some scattered installations of telephones and radios as outlined in require- 

ments to EG&G and TG 7.5 had taken place prior to this time. By January 20 the TG 7.1 RATT 
and HF voice circuits between Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls. were in service, together with 80 per 
cent of the required radios and telephones. The Bikini Contol Point (CP) and all remaining - 
communications circuits for the Task Group were in operation by early February. 
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With the decision not to reestablish shore bases in the Bikini area after Shrimp, the fol- 
lowing changes in communications were made: 

1. Communications Headquarters was shifted afloat to the Estes.. 
2. TG 7.1 RATT circuit was discontinued. 
3. HF voice net was terminated aboard the USS Estes by remoting the circuit, using an 

AN/TX! link from Enyu to the ship. 
4. An additional VHF voice link was installed on five afloat stations to proSide Rad-Safe 

with necessary communications. 
5. Stations were added or removed from the existing seven TG 7.1 VHF radio nets as the 

work load dictated. 
t. 

l 

Communications to TG 7.1 projects located at Okinawa, Guam, Ponape, and Rongerik were 
handled by us&g existing facilities at those stations. 

The CPI Iwas located in Station 70 on Enyu and was manned through shot 
time by CTU-6 and-the-Firing Party, and TG 7.1 Headquarters was located in Flag Operations 
aboard the Estes. These stations were linked by two voice circuits, a primary net using Ciphony 
equipment that was cleared for c’ ,nssified traffic including Secret Restricted Data and a sec- 
ondary Motorola net for unclassified messages. CTG 7.1 was in communication with all Task 
Units located aboard ships in the immediate area by three separate commercial radio voice 
nets. Messages of classification Secret and below to CTG 7.1 (Admin) at Eniwetok and all off- 
site stations were transmitted and received over the Estes “On Line” RATT circuit with Sam- 
son (synchronous mixer) through the relay-crypt0 center at Eniwetok. All Top Secret and Re- 
sl,*icted Data traffic was enciphered “Off Line.” The voice time broadcast was transmitted 
~.;.,nuaIly over the Baker channel and the TG 7.1 Admin net on the Estes from -3 to --I hr, at 
-..-‘!L:ch time a tape recording synchronized with the sequence timer automatically took over at 
Station 70 on Enyu. 8 -- -9 

The CP and TG 7.1 Headquarters! 

ywere located in Flag Operations aboard the USS Esres. This CP functioned by emp!oGg 
three 250-watt Motorola radio links to start the timing signals 2nd the sequence timer, and to- 

actuate the eme ncy stop in Stat!_’ on 70 on Enyu. The voice ti.1.e broadcast was irassniitted in 

the same manne with the exception that only the last 15 min were tape re- -. -.- _ 
corded and automaticaIly transnhitted from Station 70 on Enyu. c- 

The CPj _ )vas located in Building 311 on Parry, with TG 7.1 Bead- 
quarters in Building 209 on the same island. These stations were in contact by a telephone 
“Hot L.ine,” normal teleph,:ane, and two VHF voice radio nets. CTG 7.1 was in communication 
with the E&es, the Air Control ship, on station 20 miles off Parry, by AN,,TRC radio through 
the Parry switchboard. hlesszges, Secret and below, to othi-r elements of TG 7.1 in the 3lkini 
area and all off-site stations were transmitted and received over the Parry Task Force “On 
Line” RATT circuit with Samson (synchronous mixer) through the relay-crypt0 center at Eni- 
wetok. All Top Secret and Restricted Data traffic was enciphered “Off Line.” The voice time 
broadcast was transmitted manualfy from the CP over the Baker and TG 7.1 Admin nets from 
-3 hr through zero with an automatic tone signal rep!acing the Rack for the last 15 min. 

‘3.13.1 Communications by Electrical and Electronic Equipment 

Various types of electrical and electronic communications equipment were used to provide 
TG 7.1 with the means to maintain close liaison between the separated projects in the Forward 
_%‘rea. These types included an intercommunications net between offices, te!ephoncs, six sepa- 
rate VHF cadio circuits, an HF voice radio circuit, and a radio telety-pe circuit. The radio 
teletype circuit was installed and maintained by EG&G and operated, uith the exception of the 
Crypto-Samson (synchronous mixers) processing which ~2s the respc,nsibility of CJTF SEVEN, 
in conjunction with the hlail and Records offices. The transmitting and receiving s!ations for 
this net were located at Parry, Enyu, and Eninman J ? d were in operation norma!ly seven days 
a week from 0730 to 5730 hours and on a 24-hr day at the c’iccri-!ion of CTG 7.1. This circuit 
was cleared for mess%es up to and including Secret Xei-trictcd Data and was avni!dble to all 
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TG 7.1 persr,nn<!; as a re%., I+ it proved to be inva!uablt in provld>:g a rapid _-cd s*‘c’ure ilir;. ‘;. 
Of Ci?3lIYi~S.iC~~iOlis d ~crirg thh Suiid-up phas?. 

Comrl.unications to addrisjaos outside the PPG were transmitted through Headqusrtir., 
JTF SEVEN Communications Center, Parry Island. Th?se mess ag?s were examined for cln;- 
sification, content, and invoivemer,: of other task units or agencies and released by one of a 
group of seven persons d~:jignatec! by CTG 7.1. All postshot me ssages which re!easzd data, 
regsrdl~s~ of their de$ir,.lt:cn, wei‘e re!crr.=>d per~onaily by CTG 7.1. 

3.13.2 Mail Service 

A Mail Room was established in the Forward Area to process ail official mail of the Task 
Group Headquarters and of personnel of LASL. This sectiau was responsib!;? for !ogglns a!! 
classified incoming correspondence and teletypes and ail out~oir,~ corraspondtnce and te!etip;‘s, 
both classified and usciassified. Distribution of t&se documents ~2.5 made from the sever-1 
locations of this section. Personal mail for the per-s-n v se! of the H’tadqusrters and LASL per- 
sonnel was also distributed through this section, wh!ch maintained a centra!ized file of cor- 
respondence and a master file of teletypes. 

This section operated primarily at the Headquarter s on Parry 1siar.d. Because of the tso- 
atoll operation It also operated a section on Enigma a!ld aboard the USS Estes. Addition% logs 
were maintained for correspondence and teletypes betwe?:L atolls, 

The Mall Room also assisted other orgtiizations oi the Task Group, such as Cameo, Rad- 
Safe, Lookout Mountain Laboratory, and DOD projects of TU-13, by keeping an accountability 
of all teletypes and occasionally processing their official mail. 

3.14 SECURITY 

With the formation of TG 7.5 for AEC participation in Operation Castle, a large part of the 
security responsibilities formerly exercised by the J-2 Section of the Scientific Task Group wzj 
transferred to TG 7.5. The security responsibilities rema!n!ng Titan TG 7.1 were certain as- 
pects of personnel security and a security lialson function, which were de!egated to J-l ar.d th: 
Classification Officer, respectiveiy. 

The personnel-security function involved coordination with numerous agencies aud uri:its 
of AEC, DOD, and their contractors durlng the preparatory and planning phases to assure that 
all personnel expecting to participate in Castle at the PPG satisfied security requirements 
before leaving the continental United States. J-l maintained a roster showing the clearance 

\ s tus of all personnel lmown to be scheduled for participation. Verification of existing cleav- 
antes was obtained from AEC sources. In so-me cases the applications of previously unc!ea. 2.i 
personnel were ha&led through J-l to Hai:dquarters JTF SEVEN. J-l was not an authorize? 
source of clearance data but use:! its cont:;c:s and familiarity with the numerous projects to I;* 
of assistance in clearance matters. 

Q clearances were processed in several ways, according to the applicant’s organizational 
connections and hts situation. Most military perso =3 PL P! were processed through thelr parent 
service to AEC, Washington, and some through CTG 7.1 and CJTF SEVEN to AEC, Washington. 
Most civilian personnel were processed through their employing agency to AEC, i.e., an em- 
ployee of a firm having a contract ~5th LASL was processed through his own personnel office 
to the Los Alamos Field Office of AEC. A civilian contractor of the Department of the Navy 
processed his employees through the Navy personnel and security channels to AEC, Washington. 
By liaison, J-l maintained cognizance of the status of applications until clearances had been 
granted, In a few cases where clearances appeared doubtful, applications were withdrawn and 
applicants did not participate. At the conclusion of Castle, J-l requested, through CJTF SEVEN, 
termination of aI Q clearances that were granted on behalf of, or extended to, JTF SEVEN. 
CT0 7.1 had no authority to grant military clearances; when required, this was done by CJTF 
SEVEN. _. 

Prior to the overseas phase, badge requests were prepared for personnel of TG 7.1 and 
forwarded to CTG 7.5, and security examination6 and certificates were accomplished. In cases 
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where these requirements were not satisfied prior to departure for PPG, they were completed 
as soon as possible after arrival of personnel at PPG. 

Security policies for Operation Castle originated with CJTF SEVEN and TG 7.5. TG 7.1 
made suggestions and comments on policy matters as requested but was not responsible for 
promulgation. Once policies were established the J-l Section of TG 7.1 disseminated the in- 
formation to members of the Task Group. 

3.15 CLASSIFICATION ACTMTIES 

3 .15.1 Classification 

Several classification Items unprecedented In past operations were Involved In Operation 
Castle. The Inclusion of two firing sites, one at Eniwetok and the other at Bikini, almost 200 
miles distant, required a representative at each site. The probiem of native evacuation from 
other atolls and the accompanying medical program at Kaajalein introduced unanticipated 
classification problems and resulted in even another source of classified material. The fact 
that two separate laboratories participated in the program of devices to be detonated required 
decentraiization of the preoperational activities. However, a uniform classification policy 
th:ozghout the Task Force was ensured by the designation by the AEC and CJTF SEVEN of 
t!.? Scientific Task Group representative a9 over-all classification authority. 

It is to be noted that classification practices were more realistic during the present opera- 
tisn. Based on experience from earlier operations, the Castle clas’stfication guide recognized 
ac no higher than Official Use Only those items of no security sigilificance. Incide:ltally, the 
President’s speech before the United Nations, the Ivy film declassification, and the routine 
announcements made after several of the shots all contributed materially to the avoidance of 

many problems and the more realistic approach to security classification. 
Another important factor In the maintenance of respect for security and classification was 

the support given by the Security Section of the Communications Staff (J-5) of JTF SEVEN. 
Early in the operation that section rcas briefed on classification policy by the Classification 
Officer, and agreement was reached that apparent violations of communications security would 
be reviewed by the Classification Office to avoid improper allegations of security violations 
that in the past proved unnecessarily disturbing to the alleged violators, with the consequent 
disrespect for all security procedures. 

Good first-hand guidance for proposed general classification-guide changes was provided 
by the meet:ng at the test site of the Nuclear U’zapons Classification Subcommittee of the senior 
reviewers. 

The Classification Group undertook the review of Forward Area files for regrading in ac- 
cordance with Executive Order 10501 and Implementing AEC directives, partIcuIarly In the 
regrading of Restricted Security Information material. 

3.15.2 Security Liaison 

In accordance with the policy of avoiding duplication of effort and maintaining uniform 
security standards, the Scientific Deputy and CTG 7.1 eliminated a separate security (J-2) 

staff within TG 7.1. Reliance is placed on the security education programs of the respective 
home stations of the several participants and the over-all program of JTF SEVEN and the AEC 
TG 7.5. 

(a) PI;Jsical Securityt. The physical security aspects in so far as AEC materials are con- 

cerned xere almost exclusively the function of the Security Office of TG 7.5. The Classiiication 
Officer indicated operations, areas, and equipment that involved security significance and the 
Security Staff of TG 7.5 provided the physical security protection and access procedures, in- 

cluding a b&e system. 

(b) Co,rl,)~unicafio~zs Sccicritp. The communications security was handled by the J-5 (Com- 
munications) Security Section of JTF SEVEN, wtth c!ose liaison as noted earlier with the Clas- 
sification Office. 
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(cl I,lj-~r.,,!r:!ici.' 5c.c. !).I!..,. The i*::~*rmatiol\ Sa?Crit;;, pa-t!cu!?r’y d(,G:uxer~i cl,;:trel, w:‘ I t’: 
internr.1 f:lncti ,!I of ‘iG 7.1. tnair.ly h.:l:~!!ed by t’rc Mnii md H~zscd.-, Se:,::icx> 0: ~-1, aith T*,., 

Secret corltrtil bei;!< ret.k,cd in t’i’e Otiice of CTG 7.1. Policlss fol!oaid ln docur...?nt c&r21 

were mtinitored by the Cl?s jificatior! Officer as security liaison to be certain that practices 

were in conformnix l&i:\ the appropriate AEC or military regula!icJn as previously coordi- 
nated T,<_ith J-2 of JTF S’r:VZ:f; and tY.+ Security Or‘ilce of TG 7.5. The secxitv liaison rei?re- 
sent.att:-e revir’:ktd al! s;c:ti ccordi:,::?d docume:lcs before is:;uar.cc to be certain th?-t they were 
realistic and did nbt n;n;er;~~!ly i:.i;rTcre Hith opi;ationi. Inci:dent?lly, J-4 of TG 7.1, working 
with TG 7.5 and the Cla:;ification 03ice, dispxtid of constderab:e classified material. 

3.15.3 Photcgraphic Contra: 

Control of photogra:,h;, in a s;1nse, was pa., -+ of th- s;;curity liaison iunctixl but ~25 of 

sufficient m;gnitude to be consider= ! a separake r+spon~liiiity. In addition to the currer;t ri- 

view for classification of photo g:ra?hic recorcili, it was necessary to alvise or, epe::i:tl practices 

relating to security control of photographic rnateria!s. To avcid the excessive tentative mark- 
ing of photographs as Secret Restrist?d Data Fe”dir;g official classification in accordance with 
JTF SEVEN regu!ations, the Ciaj;;ifi,cat!on Office kspt substantia!ly current with a!1 phctog- 
raphy, thus avoiding unn.?ceszary s<;urity prcjc?dx: es ar1.d pvasiblz confusion as to the actual 

classificatior? of such mt\terial. 
The change of procedure for this operation which permitted some Scientific Task G:oup 

personnel to take their own pictures fnstead of using the official photographic units, TU-8 ad 

TU-9, introduced some new security problems. It is believed that the whole photography system 

must be reexamined. Associated x:th the problem of photography is the control of binoculars 

and teIescopes. The present strict controls on these optical instruments are time-conslxni?g 
and fruitless in view of the ready access to similar official optical equ!pment, e.g., on the 
bridge aboard the several ships of the Task Force. 

3.15.4 Legal Advisory Problems 

As in the past, the Classificat’on Officer provided preiiminary legal advice on pattnt mat- 
ters, income tax, and mixellaneous investiga%Qns. The Cla.jsifica:ior, Officer spent a con- 
siderable time as a Claims Board member and processed claima firr contractor employees of 
the AEC. 

3.15.5 OI’ganizational Matters 

The original classification guide was prepa, _ pad at the home station of the Classification 
Officer, submitte-i for review by several of the partici@ing organizations, and approved by 

AEC and DOD authorities. Preoperational classification questions were handled by AEC Hrad- 
quarters in %‘ashin,rton, the Classification Officer, and the classification representative of 
Livermore. When the Task Force moved to the Forward Area, 2 representative of the Classi- 
fication Officer opened up the Classification Office in the Task Force Headquarters. About two . 
weeks before the first detonation, the Classification Officer with one associate undertook the 
operation of the Classification Office with the aforementioned associated activities. Meanwhile, 
the home representative of the Classification Officer, supported by AEC Headquarters and 
Livermore’s classification representative, handled the numerous Stateside problems associated 
with the operation. For most of the period the Classification Office was comprised of two 
persons, with a third man part’of the time. 

3.16 TECHNICAL REPORTS 

The primary responsibility for completion and editing of technical reports is one handled 
Stateside in the postoperational period. However, a good practice adopted in this operation was . 

the preparation, whtle in the Forward Area, of current summary reports for each detonation, 
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also interim reports on the results of the Military Effects pr0ject.s. One member of the Clas- 
sification Office spent some time in a technical editing capacity on scientific reports. 

3.17 DISPOSITION OF FORCES (ROLL-UP) 

3.17.1 General 

Roll-upoythe redeployment of TG 7.1 from the PPG to the ZI commenced shortly after 
detonatlon[ on Mar. 1, 1954, and continued through the latter part of May 1954. Per- 
sonnel moved to the Unit@ States In a steady’stream during March, April, and early May, and 
after detonationr’--.- ion May 14, 1954, the remaining personnel phased out rapidly. Prop- 
erty roll-up proceeded In much the same manner: property and materials no longer required 
were returned at the earliest practicable date. 

3.17.2 Phase-out of Personnel 

Estimates regarding the phase-out of personnel were obtained from the monthly status re- 
ports submitted by the various elements of the Task Group throughout the latter part of 1953. 
The statement of concept of operations Issued on Oct. 20, 1953, planned for the last detonation 
to take place on April 22, and, consequently, all personnel phase-out estimates were predicted 
upon that schedule. 

Despite schedule changes the over-all rate of personnel ;!;?se-out through Varch and April 
‘cs’as approximately as predicted in 1953, although particular indiriduals or units may have 
clxnged plans several times. The predictions made In 1953 envisioned the Task Group strength 
on April 24 (two days after the final test as conceived on October 20) to 67 per cent of the peak 
of February; in actuality, the April 24 strength was 63 per cent of the February peak. From 
this date on personnel phase-out was directly related to the completion of the remaining tests. 

The Headquarters Commandant at Parry Island made all the necessary arrangements for 
the departure of each individual. This Included endorsement of orders, MATS reservations, 
reservations for personnel traveliig from Hawaii to the mainland via commercial carrier, and 
clearance from various offices on Parry Island. It was at first planned that at least four days’ 
notification of departure be given the Headquarters Commandant. However, due to the rapidly 
changing situation and operational necessity, this four-day notification was waived as a requlre- 
ment, and many persons were processed with 12 hr or less advance notice. 

The great majority of the Tzsk Group personnel ‘J;ere airlifted by MATS to Hlckam. The 
military personnel and government-employed civilians continued on to Travis Air Force Base 
on MATS, xhereas nongovernment civilians proceeded via commercial carrier from Hawaii. 
A few of the Task Group people traveled back from the Forv,ard Area by MSTS and naval vessel. 

The decrease in population Is shown graphIcally In Fig. 3.3. 

3.17.3 Property Roll-up 
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The property roll-up of TG 7.1 can be divided into two phases: first, the gradual phase-out 
of property during the actual operational stage and, second, the final complete roll-up after 
Zombie. 

The first phase took care of equipment that was excess or had served Its operational pur- 
pose and included all the equ!pment of UCRL, since pley were able to roll up all of their proj- 
ccts, kiih the exception of a small chemistry group,, -._-_-.__ 
Propcrty from the first phase was returned to the 2.1 on the Dalton Victory andE-l;em 
cargo vessels. 

The finalle of roll-up actually began shortly’ 
-. 

~ ,and was to continue\ ._ 

4 The following MSTS cargo vessels \;;ere scheduled to move the remainder of 
the prczto the 21: Sg Gammon, ?,‘lay 17, 1954; ?vt Merrill, hlay 30, 1954; and Pti Joe E. 
Wmn, JAne 25, 1954. 



It ~‘-3 origir.l.!l:; gl-::.:.sd t; hactt BiXnl e;L’pn:ent prs;a:ed fo- i shipn?nt to the %I :<r,! 
ou:-l~a~~;d from Fn;.u, Be~al!ie of the da!naS+ d:.r:+ to the cas:p fariiitles and th? hlzh r;::;.. 2; 
contamin:?t!o:? at th;t site caused by thz Biktri ~c)-r!es of shots, it was necessary to retur;i a;; 
prope:“,y to Parry for packing and return to the ZI. Return of equipment and heavy tra!lerj 
was schzd*jled on a pri.;r!ty basl?d OK future needs for the equipment. 

: 

3.17.4 He-.+:?r.tcr; P.n!i-up 

As of 2460 hours , May 21, 1954 (Eniwetok tlze), Forward Area Headquarters of TG 7.1 
closed. After this date all electrical!y transmitted messages were processed by the AEC Resi- 
dent Engineer. Mail service continued to be handled by the J-l Office on Parry Island untl! 
May 31, 1954, when this fzctlcn was a!so ESJ_. -:ed by the AEC Re~ldect Engineer. 

On ?v!ay 15, five bo:czs of c!assilizl record.; of the Headquarters departed the For*,v.?.rd >ze~ 
for Los A!zmcis via Fi::a,.,a:I 63. On the folloV..-lr?z d,?;l ~1 additiona! 19 bo;es d?pa::eC 0~ a S.‘_>: 
records flight. Ail rezords t,vere air-sh!ppeC to Kirtlanl Air Force Base wherd they ;5’~re 
transshipcr-d to Los Al~_n?os by AEC truck. Reco.U= rJ- Fere boxed in footlocker-size boxes. The 
‘total 32ight of the 24 b:)xes was approximateiy 2400 lb. Classified records belonging to DOD 
(TU-13) were escorted by their own personnel to appropriate destinations. 

All H$N fit--‘t _.,,. ure an.d equ!pnIent were left in place, and ail AEC and DOD accounta?l+ 
equlpc:ent pias returned to appropriate Supply rooms. 

3.18 OPERATIONAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

i 

3.18.1 General 

The support offered to TG 7.1 by other task groupi was outs1u:dir.g. The flexibility shown 
by those task groups in meetlng the uncertain and continually char.gl,lg conditions of the opera- 
tion contributed immeasurably to its success. 

In spite of very ambitious weapons development programs involving two laboratories, the 
DOD effects programs took approximately 60 per cent of the total support effort. It Is suggested 
that attempts be made to reduce thlc proportion In future overseas operations. 

In order to submit requiremen% for military support far enough in advance to meet DOD 
planning criteria, they are normally turned in from nine months to a year before the operational 
period. At this time plann!n; has not progressed to the point where it is possible to predict 
detailed requirements with a great degree of accuracy. Late DOD and other projects, and 
changes lr. projects, introduce add!tional requirements, as do maintenance difficulties at the far 
end of a long pipe line, large peak requirements, and the possibility of late substantial changes 
in the operational concept and sch&u!es. It is therefore necessary, in order to be able to coul- 
pletr one of these operations successfully in an acceptable length of time, that support elemclits 
have a reasonable reserve of men and equipment above the bare minimum estimated to get tha 
job done. 

Although strenuous efforts were made by the Task Force and Task Group communications 
personnei, long-range communications were not satisfactory, particularly aboard the USS Estes 
where Task Force and Air Task Group communications interfered because of lim!ted space and 
antenna space. Ship-based operations shouid be avoided, if possible, but if they are necessary, 
even as a stand-by measure, the Scientific Task Group needs a ship of its own (possibly shared 
with TG 7.5) for its headquarters. 

The TU-9 effort in the field is, in the opinion of the Task Group Commander, appreciably 
larger than necessary to accomplish its mission. A great deal of time was expended by mem- 
bers of the Task Group posing for photography that may not be used in any official report. 
Great amounts of still photography were taken, very little of which is of any value to the ex- 
perimenters. It ie suggested that the official commitments of TU-9 can be carried out in the 
future with approldmatety one-half of the field effort involved ln Operation Castle. 
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It is recommended that off-site s,::.port be p!nnne$. such that TG 7.1 Headqu: ::~rj cr.: ’ ! 
br aware of the supper: to be avni!at:e. This could be ‘accoclp:i~hr!:! in a numb~z oi ~ri~~~,’ e.g., ’ 
by creating a regular suppcrt schedule or includin:: a TG 7.1 representative when plzxin; off- 

site support activity. 

(c) Coln?t2/(~1iCu:io,!~. An unclas;;fied voice circuit from the PPG to Los Alamcs (using 
commercial facilities east of Honolll!u if economical and practical) is required. 

The radio teletype and HF voice circuits installed and operated by the Scientific Ta.;k Group 
for communications bet-Meen Eniwetok and Bikini .4tolls proved most successful in providing a 

close liaison between the various projects u&ii the operation became shipborne. It is recom- 
mended that this same service be provided for future PPG operations and the capability of 
operating the teletype from afloat be added. 

The lo-watt MotoroIa radio proved to be the most sscisfactory type of radio because cf its 
dependability and portability. It is recommsnded that tl;i= .type radio be pr0vide.d by the nili- 
tary supply system for all DOD scientific projects for future operations. 

(d) Boot Support. Boat support at each, atoll proved adequate at all times. Although the 
boat pools were severeiy strained on many occasions, especially when breakdowns occurred, 
no work was left undone for lack of boat support. The need for a small number of fairly fast 
boats, for Firing Party and other pc:poses,‘wa s again demonstrated. Such a boat should be 
capable of a speed of about 20 knots in rough lagoon waters, of going alongside firing barge;; 
and ships’ accommodation ladders, should be rugged and reliable, and should have two engines 
and a good covered passenger-carrying capacity. 

Interatoll surface lift was adequate as long as there were two LST’s in service. On the 
occasions when one LST was withdrawn for repairs or because of damage, the lift became 
overloaded and a freight backlog developed. For an e&ended operation it is reco:.i:r?~::.d$d that 
three LST’s be avallable. 

(e) Evacmtio-n. For the _. t- 
-- 

_ evacuation of Bikini, the J-3 Section published a detatled 
chronological evacuation check list for the period -5 to -1 day. This elaborate plan was neces- 
sary to ensure that the evacuation of the atoll was accomplished with as little interference as 
possible to the scientific preparations. As the operation progressed the plans were less de- 
taiIed because personnel became more accustomed to the part which they played, and team-xork 
deveroped. In the last stages of the cperation, outline plans were published on the J-3 black- 
board in lieu of detailed written plans. Although the need for lengthy written plans diminishes 
as the operation progresses, the requirement for well thought-out plans still exists. 

3.18.4 J-4 Section, Logistics 

J-4 tried the system of having supply tra!lers to provide on-site supply support for r?ac?; 
access of operating groups. It is recommended that future operations of this na’.;re and S:ZY 
be afforded such necessary service in view of the favorable reaction received. 

Transportainers and trailers have proved most sattsfactory, and they have undoubte8.y 
paid for their investment in the form of reusable shipping contatners, temporary field labo- 
rator!es, and storage units. Their continued use is strongly recommended. 

The TG 7.1 vehicle requirement, which the Task Force fulfilled, was based on careful 
analysis, curtailment, and integration of requests received from the various TG 7.1 users. 
AddItional requirements, due largely to expanded and added projects, continued to butld up after 
the initial requirement was placed on the Task Force. As a result there would have been a 
shortage of ‘/,-ton vehicles, and readiness would have suffered accordtngly had it not been for 
the 27 World War II, Class X vehicles which were available to supplement the regular allotment 
during peak requirements. These occurred in January and February, when there were aeven 
camps in operation and build-up was at a maximum. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY OF TASK UNIT ACTIVITIES 

4.1 TASK UN-IT 1, LASL PROGRAMS 

4.1.1 Objectives 

The function of TU-1 was to carry out experiments designed to measure certain properties 
of the.LASL-designed nuclear devices. 

These measurements were, in general, diagnostic; they were not performed to measure 
effects which depend mostly on yield but rather to give information on the performance of the 
devices to supplement or verify the theoretical calculations on the basis of which the devices 
were designed. 

4.1.2 Techniques 

The techniques used to make the measurements are described in Chap. 2, Sec. 2.1. 

4.1.3 Operations 

In the initial concept of the operation, it was intended that personnel would live ashore, 
and it was hoped that fall-out on the various stations would a!low repeated use of the same 
buildings where necessary. However, provision was made for some groups to live aboard 
LCU’s if necessary for work on the close-in stations. 

All the initial setup work for the stations was done while the operation was land-based. 
After the first shot it was impossible to live ashore; therefore it was necessary to utilize ship- 
board space for personnel. 

Except for those groups which had made provision for liying on LCU’s, this move illcreased 
the difficulties of the operation tremendously. Only the good cooperation received from the 
various ships’ companies made it possible to have each shot ready on schedule, although the 

schedules were often changed owing to weather delays on previous shots. 
The helicopter shuttle system gave reliable transportation on short notice throughout the 

opeiation. It was essential to the success of an operation of this magnitude. 
The Rad-Safe problem was diffjcult but well handled. Af:er a short transition period in the 

sudden change to a ship-based operation, there.aas little delay caused the experimenters by 
Rad-Safe requirements, and no TU-1 personnel received large or unexpected overdoses. 

4.1.4 Results 

Results are given in Chap. 2, Sec. 2.1. 
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4.1.5 Conci:~sions and Rlncommer?ltions 

1. Where possible, the dece::!ializ?.i LCU setup with persz:;.r.?! living at th*:-ir worki: 

place is very satisfactory. 
2. In order to cause t.he least disturbance to shipboard routin t? and passengers, it would be 

desirable in future operations to mess and quarter the euperimeLters aboard ship in separz:.: 
quarters or on ships of the MSTS typ?. 

3. Con?n,~l!li~~~~iol 5 for esperin:rntzrs were un> -a!i;factory vihen a number of channels ht.?< 

to be operated in ~10s;: qdzrters, as on shipbaard. 
4. It is absolutely essential that the number of persons between the experimenter and his 

transportation be kept to a minimum. This is largely because of the unpredictable nature of 

the transportation requiremer&s. 
5. The success of this operation. was largely due to the centrr?!ization of operational con- 

trol on ezch atoll in one man familiar with the eziperirnenta! phn,:as of the operation. 

4.2 TASK UNIT 2, PRODUCTION 

_____T$e function of TU-2 during Operation Castle was to produce the necessaryi ,_. .-. 

)“‘ Tb’ fulfill this ob!igatlon additio:!?.! parsonnc?l,-- - - 

were hired. A training program was iniSia!ed Julyyi$53;=& f&i$~&~f?ie~~~- --- 
Johnston, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, to give basic instructions in’ during a ho-week 

period. The training program was then trasferred to the p&t4 in the PPG for practica! plant 

experience. This program contir.ued until Dec. 15, 1953, and included the m&:iqg oi necessary 

plant modifications. 

4.3 TASK UNIT 3, SPECLAL M_4TERIALS AND FACILITIES 

1 
The mission of TU-3 for Operation Castle at the PPG was threefold. . _..- ----- .__I-__ 

I 
I __ -_ 

I 
--- 

I--- LGmbridge ceation, with field offices in Boulder and Denver, Colo., was re- 
--t 

sponsibIe for all TU-3 activities. 
TU-3 was under the direction of the Task Unit Commander. To aid in administration, 

several groups who were under the direction of group leaders were organized according to 
their specific functions. 

‘-’ 
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Extensive planning at Boulder indicated the desirability of dividing the work load at the 

Forward Area into two phases. 
_~fe~~~d~rinci~a~ly.~~~he receiving of _equQ.ment and_suppIiesc_-- 

I 

--- ___.._ _ --- _____-__._ 
‘--~~~i~ill~,-oi.~i~TU-3 equipment and suppiies -*as-bompleted on Apr. 16,-1954, and was turned 
over to J-4 Section for return shipment to the 21. 

4.4 TASK UhiIT 4, LASL XSSEXBLY 

TU-4, the LASL-directed assembly group, consisted of members of the Laboratory and 
personnel directly involved in fabrication assembly. With the exception ofi - Lthe Ameri- 
can Car and Foundry Co. (ACF) personnel had actually. made the direct fabrication assemblies 
of the devices with which LASL was concerned:\ itself was designed and fabricated at 
LASL.. 

‘- ,A .- , 

f 
. 

4 
-__ _.- _-_. I 

All the units, with the exception of Zombie and Runt II, were shipped to Eniwetok by surface 

vessel the first week in January 1954. 
TU-4 operations actively got under way during the first week in January, when the first 

group of people arrived in the Forward Area. Some slight revisions of facilities were required, 
as well as some modifications to the device installations. Trial runs ,$th dummy units were 
initiated as soon as practicable, inxsvmhe..a$ual movement of the;____ _,‘dummy to shot 
location at Bikini: movement of th$ idummy, on its bzrge, to final Bikini anchor- 
age; and trial loadings of dummies onto each barge. “__ _ _c .i.-. - _e ..----..- _ _-- 

Since&ginal plans called for detonation of four devices1 ‘_-PI--. __ ___ - _--.-.- 
fon barges and one ion land, all on a fairly tight time scale, the majority 

df?%4personnel were assign<d% wo& on specific devices. The over-all TU-4 responsibili- 
ty,for each device was given to the LASL project leader who had followed the design and fabri- 

cation of the device. 
With the arrival of the devices the detailed operation plans and manuals began to fulfill 

their real purpose in the direction of the multiphased operations. Close coor_dination with TU- 

3> .&jor to.and after arrivatit Eniwetok, was accomplished; _ __-_. -- - _ _.. . _-_- V 

I 

_- - --I. ?Gver.:all plans were coordinatedsugh the Staff of TG 7.1. .P _ _\_..._ ._. __” -. ” _ -___. ._ .__-- --- - - 
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1 

de-lice: 
_.. - 

Jnn. 25 

Feb. 17 
Feb. 13 

Feb. 22 

Feb. 27 

Feb. 29 
ivfar. 1 

Unit arrived at Eni?..etok 
Fit?a! as;?.nSly cor.:plet?~l 

Shipped to Ei:.:ini ax.1 trarlsGripp?;J to cab on Feb. 20 

Installatis,:; in cab completed 

! inserted __ - _..I 
instailed 

v 
Jan. 25 
Mar. 4 
Mar. 5 
Mar. 7 
M2i. 9 

Mar. 11 
Mar. 12 
Mar. 27 

Unit arrived at Eniwetok 
Final assembly completed 
Unit instaKed on barge 
Barge de;lra.r!ed for Bikini in LSD 
Anchorir:; co_mp_letcd in; 
ExchangecL__ 

.-icrater ar.d cables checked out 
cyli~d~rZ_iused small one) - 

?\installed 
I .befiated 

c- 
-I_- 

~__. _. -- 
Jan. 25 
Mar. 2 

Apr. 8 
Apr. 9 
Apr. 10 
Apr. 15 
Apr. 26 

Unit arrived at En’weto’k I 
Assembly completed 
Reassembled after postponement and loaded on barge 
Barge departed for Bikini in LSD 

Anchoring cr,mpiete.i and cables checked out ._._ C--r 
insta!ied 

‘I , -?,detor.sted 
c.* 

-._-. 

L _--- 
Mar. 5 
Apr. 10 
Apr. 14 
Apr. 16 

Unit _a_rrived .at Eniwetok by air _ 

NV Fontaining no! b eceived and instal!: ri 
Fina~‘~~<om~leted after po&.i.ii ~~rzents and loal-led on b :: 2s 
Barge towed to Mike crater at north end of Eniwetok lagoon, anc?.o:-td, an.l 

cables checked out 

Apr. 17 
Apr. 27 
May 14 

S_upport jacket removed and dummy lugs attached to the case 
_’ ipinched off and nuclear arming completed 

” -‘detonated 
I--? 

t -._ /I 
I _- t 

Apr. 16 

Apr. 26 
Apr. 27 
Apr. 30 

Unit arrived at Eniwetok by air 
Final assembly completed 
Loaded on barge 
Barge departed for Bikini in LSD 

May 2 Anchoring completed inryrater and -.. 
May 4 iinstalled 
Mav 5 -- . tleto&ed . . . 

In general, the detonation of these devices on barges seems 
quite practical, Methods for logistic support of the barges were 
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cables checked out 

to be a satisfactory method and 
revised during the operation 



to best suit the local conditions. However, barge support should be closely examined for future 
operations. Future operations may well look to the barge method as a useful plan for localizing 

assembly and delivery operations in a consolidated. installation. 

4.5 TASK UNIT 6, FFING PARTY 

TTJ-6 had the responsibility for arming and firing the nuclear devices detonated during the 
operation. In general, two teams were utilized for the operation: one was the arming team, 

which made test checks of the X units and firing racks prior to the final assembly of the de- 
vices and the inspection and test checks of the firing circuitry involved, including the proof 
testing of the Go-No-Go interlock circuits; the other pas the firing team, which operated the 
control equipment used for this purpose. The work of TU-6 was accomplished in close liaison 
with TU-4 (assembly for LASL devices), TU-14 (assembly for UCRL devices), and TU-15 
(EG&G signal and firing circuits). The missions of the arming and firing team‘s were accom- 
plished with the aid of detailed check lists which enumerated each operation and the essential 
measure-Tents associated with the arming and firing of rach of the nuclear devices. The general 
plan of operations used by TU-6 is given separately in the TU-6 Operations Plan. 

The original plans provided for firing the various dcvxes from land-based control sta- 
tions located on Enyu Island, Bikini Atoll, and Parry Island, Enixetok P.toll, from which wire 
electrical circuits originated. These circuits terminated at the :*ario:is zero points. The first 

-_ detonation of tine series was’ for which the firing was acLsmp;i;:,kd by manually opera- 
tii:g the cc,r.trol board at Stati>O,-Enyu Island. However, imrl&ia:ei: fol!cwing this shot it 
~a.; decided io fire the remaining devices at Bikini Atoll from abob! d :‘e’command ship, the 

USS Estes, by means of a radio li& from the ship to Station 70. The fir,al shot of the Castle 

series,i .- -was fired from the Control Room on Parry Island. This was the only detona- 
tion of hiseries made at Er,iwetok Atoll. 

During Operation Castle no misfires or other delays were encountered which were due to 
the arming or firing Qperations. Weather difficulties did interfere with the firing schedule, 
however, and these de!ags nrcersi:&ted arming and disarming all but two of the devices more 

than once. 

4.6 TASK UNIT 7, RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY 

4.6.1 Introduction 

TU-7, the Rad-Safe unit for TG 7.1, was a continuation of the F&d-Safe Unit of TG 132.1. 
Preliminary to the Castle operational phases, personnel to staff the unit were requested from 

the Army, Navy, and Air Force. The Army furnished 34 persons, and the Navy furnished 11. 
Civilian technical advisers of Health Division, LASL, and the U. S. Public Health Service added 

to the unit just prior to and during the overseas period. 

4.6.2 Task Group Or!+lization for Radiation Safety 

Early concepts for Castle indicated a high requirement for radiation-safety monitors. In 
past operations these monitors were furnished from personnel of the Rad-Safe Task Unit. The 
contirJuation of this policy would have meant a large r!:xieldy organization and an expensive 
service. An ;ilterl;ativc x2.s pr+osed and acr.tigted by ihe Tssk Group Cl;mmar,der. This al- 
terr,ative xi‘~.s to p?ace radiation-safety respznsibilitg xi-ith the coxnanders and project leaders 
and to require each project to provide its cjwn trained monitors. Training of Rad-Safe monitors 
was to be accomplished by Rad-Safe Task Unit personnel. A reserve monitor pool -*as also to 

be established by TG 7.2 in case of emergency need. The monitor, from the unit concept, 
vxuld act as radiation-safety adviser to the project’leader. 

Fs:ablishmer,t of this policy e!;;ibled TU-7 to re.?xe its opera:io:!al personnel to a small 
skeleton staff of 43 personnel sup;!emented by project monitors of L.%SL, UCRL, ?.nd DOD. 
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(a) Bi >i,ll Rd-St+ (A/lodt) 

1. USS Bairoko 
a. Control element for helicopt?r missions 
b. Laboratory elemeds of ii?strumer,t repair, ptlntodoskxtrj and records, and radix- 

tion analysis 
c. Personnel decont.imirratil,r; and supply sectiolh.; 

2. USNS Ainsworth (barge) 
a. Control element for boat missions 
b. Personnel decorltaminati?n and SUFPI~ sectior:s 

3. USS Curtiss 
a. Control, persor:i;e! deco:.tlminatioc, ar!d sui:i>!y section,: 

4. uss Estej 
a. Information and administrative ce:lter 

This organization resulted fro::1 the emergency Shrimp situation, wherein the field Had- 
Safe center at Eninman was destroyad and prolonged shore-based operations became radiologi- 

cal!y unsafe. 

(b) Pan-y Rad-Safe 

1. Control element for boat and helicopter missions 
2. Laboratory elements of instrument repair, photodosimetry and records, and radiation 

analysis 
3. Decontamination elements for personnel and equipment 
4. Supply base for Bikini and Eniwetok 
The activities of these elemer.ts and various sections will be discussed in subsequent 

paragraphs. 

I 

b . 

4.6.3 Training 

An extensive training program was initiated by the unit some six months in advance of 
operations in order that a skilled group of technicians could be available to the unit. Four Navy 
electronic technicians attended a four-week instrument repair course at the U. S. Navy Atomic 
Defense School, three Navy medical technicians attended 2 special two-week radiochemical 

laboratory course at Evans Signal Laboratory (ESL), and eight Army photodosimetry techni- 
cians also attended a special one-week course at ESL. 

The unit conducted several project monitor schoo!s to qualify project personnel in the 
fundamentals and techniques of radiation safety. The first school was conducted at the N~-ada 

Proving Grounds in the second week of November 1953. A second school was conducted at the 
Eninman Rad-Safe Center in the middle of February 1954. A third school was conducted at the 
Parry Rad-Safe Center early in April 1954. A total of some 275 AEC and project personnel 
were qualified as project monitors as a result of these courses and similar courses at NRDL, 
UCRL, and EG&G. 

A general indoctrination course was conducted for TG 7.1 and 7.5 personnel through the use 

of AFSWP training films covering basic physics of atomic weapons, medical aspects of nuclear 
radiation, and field decontamination. These films were shown along with the usual movie pro- . 
gr’ams at all camps at Bikini and Eniwetok. 

4.6.4 Control Element 

The control element eqerted supervision of TG 7.1 and 7.5 activities within radiologically 

contaminated areas. Control stations were established at Parry, USS Bairoko, USNS Ainsworth, 
USS Curtiss, and USS Estes. Radiological situation data were maintained in the form of situa- 
tion maps at these stations. These maps were used to control activities in contaminated areas. 

These stations cqnstituted clea&ce stations for all working parties entering contaminated 
areas of 100 mr/hr or greater. Records of activities within contaminated areas were main- 
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t&ted as a check on film-badge exposures. In several cases personnel. exposures were revalued 
from information gathered from these preentry forms. Several instances were noted in which 
individual film badges had high readings of exposure, but investigation revealed that the film 
badges had been left in highly contaminated areas and did not represent actual exposure. 

The limitation of exposures to the test Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) of 3.9 r 
encountered many difficulties due to certain set policies of “burning up” personnel and then 

not using them in contaminated areas. The practice of using men continuously in contaminated 
areas until the records reached the MPE led to a high number of individuals with exposures be- 

tween 3.9 and 5.0 r. The practice of returning personnel to home stations before the completion 

of the operations necessitated a number of waiver requests for exposure of 3.9 r.. A small num- 
ber of TG 7.1 or 7.5 personnel exceeded a two-calendar-quarter MPE of 7.8 r’. 

4.65 Laboratory Element 

The laboratory element acted to provide technical service to all agencies of the Task Force 

and consisted of the folloiving: 
1. Radiochemical Section. Tfte center of operations for this section was a Signal Corps 

radiochemical laboratory trailer located on the hangar deck of the USS Bairoko. A smaller 
installation was operated at the Rad-Safe building on Parry for analysis of samples obtained at 
Eniwetok Atoll. This, section recei-;ed, prepared, and assayed solid and liquid samples sub- 
mitted by other elements .of the Joint Task Force as well as those samples arising from the 
activities of this Task Unit. Resu!ts were furnished in accordance with the request of persons 
submitting the sample and inc~udcd zilch information as decay rates, specific activities, beta 
energies, gamma energies, and pnrticle-size determir mtions of air-borne and water-borne 
activities. 

2. Photodosimetry and Records Section. Two fiim-badge processing points were estab- 
lished and ran concurrently during the entire operation. The photodosimetry section afloat op- 
erated in a laboratory type trailer adjacent to the radiochemical trailer on the USS Bairoko. 
The photodosimetry section ashcbre operated in the Rad-Safe building, Parry. Film b?.dges 

were calibrated against Co6’, and only gamma dosages viere recorded. Du Pont packet 559 was 
used;‘controls and standards were developed \k’ith each batch of film processed. At the com- 
pletion of the operation a master list of exposures was prepared. A report of exposure for 
each civilian participating was sent to his home station, whereas in the case of military person- 
nel this report was made to the appropriate military organization. The final repository for the 
records of exposure will be the AEC Division of Biology and Medicine. 

3. Electronics Section. This section supp#orted the activities of the above sections by the 
repair and maintenance of densitometers, voXige regulators, scalers, count-rate meters, and 
scintillation counters. Individual survey type instruments were repaired as soon as practicable 
after breakdown. In addition, instruments issued and utilized by this Task Unit were calibrated 
and serviced at regular intervals throughout the operation. 

4.6.6 Decontamination Element 

The Task Unit operated personnel decontamination stations at Parry and aboard the 

Bairoko, Ainsworth, and Curtiss. ?I’0 significant skin cohtamihation was noted in personnel 
processed through these stations. 

Equipment decontamination became a majijr activity at Parry following Shrimp. Vacuum 
cleaning, water xashing, and steam cleaning w+re accoicpljshed in a newly constructed de- 
contamination area. Decontamination of various items from surT.;ey instruments to iaS0rZtOry 

trailers was practically accomplished. Equipment was released to using agencies .chen de- 

contaminated to 15 mr/hr. 
It was noted during these decontamination procedures that the current instruments were 

only measuring about one-half of the total radiation present. It :vas also noted that the pro- 
tective clothing WRS absorbing a;;: oximately one-haif of the total incident radiation. The ex- 
tremely low energy of the rssidtal radiation made Sealing practices very acceptable. 
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4.6.7 S:::,?lv E!epe.-,t . 

Supply st.llig:,nj wrre origin?!ly set up or! boL k atol!s, Parry st?‘.io:l OII Eni,.;.:!.,- li and t‘;!:~: - 
man on Bikini i\toll. In addition to its normal functions, Parry Su?ly xas respui:.jib\e f*Jr 

shipping, receiving, ar1.d recording all supplies and keeping suppiies moving to Forward Are&s 
as required. Eninr:ian station was a base supply, and i!s functior: ‘KS to maintain scfficiect 

stocks on ha!ld in ca.z:? alditional subsiationj were required to co!:+ with the operetioral s;:~?..- 

tion. 
After Shrimp shot the Eninman supply statio n was contaminat::d ar.d was therefore elimi;i- 

ated as a supply point. A sea-go& m barge was procured and set up as a Rad-Safe Control and 

Supply Station. The construction aboard the bar ge consisted of txo sqnad tents and portable 

salt-xater showers. One tent was jointly utilized by control and supply elements; the other 
was a dressir:g and chaqge station. Two trani3ortai::2l. 1 5 we:.: proc-red for storage parp).+zs, 
and a WGsjd?il hot 10Ck::r Was COnStr ,ctc?d for radiac injtf.uments. The bar&? wnj tied u;? al,s~.;- 
side tine US?*‘S Airsworth during reco*;ery and salLag? operations. 

A table of eql;ipment for this operation was set up ar.d contained a total list of suppiies and 
equipment for this unit. The majority of items listed therein were shipped from Los A!nmc; 
and processed through J-4. These articles arrived on dztes due and in good condition. J!i!its:y 
items of issue were p!ased on LX orders, to be furnished by the S~!ppP:y Officer of TG 7.?. 

Facilities for lal:r:d+ricg conilminated clothing at Parry were adcqcate. 

4.6.8 Radiological Situation Data Summary 

(a) Shrimp. A partial Rad-Safe survey was conducted on Shrimp Day 
suits (Table 4.1). Results of this initial survey were conclusi’it! er.ough to 

with incomplete re- 
cance! all acti\*itie; 

Island 
Extrapolated - - 

H+4 hr ’ 
,__Y .e- 
+ 2 days 

.-.. ------. --- -...- .__-- -___ 
Enyu 40-60 1.0-3.0 0.38-0.40 
Bikini 70-125 6.0-9.0 0.3-2.1 
Aomoen 25-180 1.2-9.0 0.75 
Romurikku 400 20 0.90 
Yurocbi 600 30 1.0 
Namu (Sts. 1200) 125 6.0 0.45-0.6 

Crater 0.1 0.02 
Bokoaejlan 1500 75t 

Bokobp;v.iaa 280 15 2.0 
Spit south of 65 3.0 ‘2 

Bokobyaadaa 
Wa. 1341) 

Airukiiji through 6.0-10 0.1-0.22 0.025-0.035 
Bokororyuru 

Bairoko (30 miles 0.25 
southeast of Enyu) 

A . 

*All readings with radiac instrument XN/PDR-39 except as indicated. 
tAN/PDR-18, 

:i!!ns durinr _: 6“- 

\ 
1. The first cslete &rvs,was conducted onc”_,+2 day. As a result of 

an I bl day, areas had become spotty in nature; there- 
fore the extrapolated v= ripresenting the H +4 hr readings can only be considered approd- 
mate. These extrapolated values are based on a t-‘.’ decay, whereas laboratory analyses indi- 
cate a f’*’ decay during this period, thus indicating values in excess of those noted in the table. 



Bikini lagoon contamination of consequence was confined to lagoon areas containing sus- 

pended sediment. For the first few days this area was confined to the western quarter of the 

lagoon. This radioactive sediment washed over the western reef, out through the southwest 

passage, or settled to the bottom of the lagoon in a period of three days. 
No alpha activity was detected in swipes about the living areas of the Task Group. 

(b) -‘. -..++ - .- A partial Rad-Safe survey was conducted on Runt I Day with incomplete atoll 
>esults (Table 4.2). Results of this survey indicated no extensive recontamination of the atoll 

,_ ._-- -* 
Table. 4.2 j._. SADIATION SUMMARY IN ROENTGENS PER HOUR 

-_ 

Extrapolated .- 
_ back- 

F-_ -- I ‘-ground at 
Island H+4 hr +l day + 2 days 

-- 

EnYu 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.03 
Bikini* 0.20 0.12 0.14 0.12 
Aomoen* 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.22 
Romurikku* 1.6 1.7 0.75 1.1 
Uorikku* o.e-1.4 1.4 0.85 1.2 

Yurochi* 0.8-1.0 1.3 1.0 1.3 
Namu* 2000 100 0.6 
Bokobgaadaa* 1000 5o.ot 55 1.2 
Ourukaen 0.04 0.10: 0.161 0.04 
Arriikan ’ 0.02 0.401 0.32$* 0. G2 

Eniirikku 0.005 0.005 0.05 0.01 
Airukiiji 0.02 0.01 0.08. 0.01 
Eninman 0.012 0.012 0.06 
Crater 11000 
Ships 0.02-0.04 

-__-- -_-_----. --__ .- 
*Contamination by’. - shot. 
t200-ft altitude. G-4 
SRadiation shine from water in southwest passage. 
OAt 300 ft. 

except within the Bokobyaadaa-Namu chain. An unforeseen fall-out of radioactive mLLteria1 less 

than 5 p in size did occur on the night of’ + 1. This fall-out covered the atoll and raised 
radiation levels by approximately 100 mrbF7%ecause of the late period of fall-out, this 
radiation level would have corresponded to 3.5 r/hr fall-out at H+2 hr. 

Because of small particle size this fall-out was much more difficult to decontaminate than 
the macroscopic particles of! 

Secondary fall-out levelgd off batu’een u700-OgOGM, ‘( t 2. Residual topside levels on 
ships were Ainsworth, 8 mr/hr; Estes, 12 mr/hr; and Bair%kT,bO mrjhr. Maximum levels 
xere 20 to 48 mr;‘hr. 

Lagoon contamination covered the western quarter of the lagoon with levels comparable.to 

those oi \ Lagoon flushing through the southwest passage materially increased back- 
ground-raa;arlo’n levels in the vicinity of (SJrukaen, Bokcastokutoku, and Bokororyuru. 

(c) A partial Rad-Safe survey was conducted on<_ _ I__ -. ‘-- Day with in- 
complete atoll results (Table 4.3). Results of this survey did indicate that Bokobyaadaa, Khmu, 
EniirikXu, Bikini, and the Yurochi-Aomoen chain were materially ccntaminated. Reentry and 
recovery were accomplished to a large degree on shot day. NO secondary fall-out was detected 

as results of this shot. 
Lagoon contamination -sas restricted to a V-shaped pattern with apex at Eninman and tips 

covering the Bokobyaadaa-Aomoen area. A reading of 100 mr/hr was obtained over the Enin- 
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man anchc:;?g+ at H + 4 hr. Eliyc’ a: I:?.e;ratge ,233 cl*,ir of c..,i,:?“.~i!??.::!~.: 7;>.i_~.*k_j FlLil i 2~. .>_,,r_ 
age shorv.erl tra,:k 3 of csl.!;i’I::~:atic.. IC H f 4 hr. 

Th4 __ -1: ._. 
.\cratar was materially different from that of! 

levels M&in-the crater uere depe- 
C.S- _.. \in that rattiatirJn 

.&nt on “shine” from the lip of the crater and surroundil;g 

“sznd dunes.” 

q - ‘- : 
_ --_. 

.! A dar.utge x:.c! radi?:io:i SXrTte>- W?S co[~&iCted’or?: Day _, - .-. 
(Table 4.4). This survey covered U-1,. 2astzrn 3~1.1 nljrthtr:L is!ar.tL ,>f thi atoil and x& ci)i:clu- 

sive enaugh \o limit reentry to Enyu, Bikini, and Airukiiji 0!1 the first day. The sur*;ey on 

-..-. ::+ 1 day indicated ‘hat recontamiwtion was limited to the Yuroc’ni-Aomoen and 

the Bikini-Enyu sequence of islands. No material secondary fall-out was encountered at Bikini 
as a result of this detonation. 

Table 4.3 -.- fR.VX-\T!OX SU!.I!~l.W’L 1s ROn!:TGESd PER HOCK 
rr.._. .-- _._____.___._.___.__. _ ._____ .-.-.- __----.---- --._.-- ____.~___ ____ - 

Island 

\ 
Ext rrpo!a:ed 

*.-_ _ _- 
Background fir - --. 

Hr.&hr “-Ti dT:y. - + 7 days \ 
______- __._ __ - ._._ -- .-.-. ----- 

Enyu 0.03 
Bikini* 5.0 
Aomoen* 20.0 
Romurikku+ 10.0 
Uorikklu* 5.0 

-. ._- -- - _ -._ 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.67 0.07 0.10 
2.5 1.6 0.35 
1.6 0.80 0.50 
1.0 0.60 0.47 

Yhrochi* 5.2 1.0 0.60 0.45 
Natiu* 2.50 30.0 16.0 1.5 
Bokob) aadaa* 600 16.11 9.0 
Ouruk3cn* 0.60 0.08 0.02 0.012 
Arriikar.* 0.50 0.07 0.01 0.008 

Eniirikku* 210.0 2.4t 1.8 0.006 
Eninman 0.02 0.010 
Airukiiji 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.018 
Crater 5000 50$ 60 

‘.r- -_c--__--_ -___-_ 

*Contaminated by. shot. 
tReading at 100 ft. 
*Reading at 200 ft. . 

Lagoon water aas n:aterially contamina’.~:~I with rali._Jdctive sediment. Readings of 4.2 r,‘Fir 

were obtained at an altic-, -‘e of 500 ft o:-er Gr-;,:nd Zerlj. This contamination moved to the wes: 
and southwest so that small-boat operations ctja!d be cot:,?ucted in the area. Lagoon flushing 

throagh the southwest passage materially increased radiation levels in the vicinity of Ourukaen, 
Bokoaetokutoku, and Bokororyuru. 

. ..-__.. -1 c-- 
Cd A damage and radiation survey was conducted at H+4 hr on! bay (Table 

4.5). ThGfGey covered the islands of the atoll and was conclusive enough ta ieentry to 
Enyu and Airukiiji on the first day. This survey indicated that recontamination was extensive 
throughout the atoll and lagoon both to the east and west. No significant secondary fall-out was 
encountered at Bikini as a result of this detonation. 

Lagoon water was heavily contaminated with radioactive sedimest. Readings of 1 r/hr 

were obtained at lOO-ft altitude in the vicinity of zero point on‘ .+l day. Floating objects 

revealed readings of 1 to 3 f/hr on shot days. Small boats and barges in Bikini-Enyu anchorage 
were contaminated to 0 moderate degree (l-6 r/hr). Lagoon flushing through the southwest 
passage materially increased radiation levels in the Eniirikku-Bokororyuru area. 

K--- ----‘, 
A damage and radiation survey was conducted at approximately H +4 hr on 

I., -,(Table 4.6). This survey covered the islands of the atoll and was conclusive enough 
-_ 
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Table 4.4 

__- _. - 
ADIATION SUMMARY IN ROENTGENS PER HOUR 

_- _. -._ ___ 

Island 

-- 
Extrapolated ’ . __-_- 

H+4 hr + 1 day 
-_.- -_ 

. 

Enyu* 0.75 
Bikini* 70 
Aomoen* 140 
Romurikku+ 140 
Uorikku* 85 

Samu 
Yurochi* 85 
Bokobyaadaa 
Ourukaen 
Arriikan 

Eziirikku 
E:.:nman Crater 
.-2:!-u!=iiji 
Ci3ter+ 4.2t 

-._.._ ---- - . 
*Contaminated by 

_ tReading at 500 ft. 
$Shine from contaminated water. 

0.10 0.03 0.01 
’ 8.5 0.00 0.03 

15.0 2.0 0.40 
15.0 2.4 0.40 
10.0 1.0 0.36 

1.0 2.5 
10.0 1.0 0.40 

1.2 2.2 4.0 
0.01 0.50x 0.01 
0.01 0.60x 0.01 

0.06 O.lO$ 0.90 
6.5 4.0 100 
0.01 0.01 0.01 

0.01 0.00 
--__..~ _ 

_ _. -.._--. 
Table 4.56 RADIATION SUM!vIA.RY IN ROENTGENS PER HOUR -_ 

Extrapolated ; _.___ i 

Island 
) _--’ 

H+4hr +1day +5 days* 

Enyut 18 2.0 0.44 
Bikinit 225 25 2.0 
Aomoent 50 6 0.80 
Romurikkut 65 7.5 1.2 
Uorikkut 95 12 2.0 

Yurochit 95 12 4.0 
Namut 10 1.0 
Elokobyaadaa 0.95 
Ourukaent 3.5(?) 0.50$ 0.12: 
Arriikant 1.3 0.60: 0.10s 

Eniirikkut 0.18 0.01 0.01-1.0 
Airukiijit 0.505 0.01 0.01 
Crater 1.00 
Lagoon 80 &vest) 

-_-------~ --- 

*Final aerial survey. _ 
tcontaminated by shot. 
$Radiation shine fro& water in southwest passage. 
DReading at 100 ft. 

Background 

0.02 
0.32 
1.0 
1.0 
0.25 

1.0 
0.80 
3.0 
0.01 
0.08 

0.03 
0.01 
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._ 
to limit reentry tn the a3:t.k?rn axi cxtern isla;:ds of tt:? atjll. lhis S!iT’Jtiy inLica’.ir! fr <t 

radi~w.~:ti~;c cor;tar;linl?.ticn exte:id& ?~:.rtViVi Of a line Iron: Ejga!lUa to Pi:.x<i. Ssc I::ej?.'j- f-L::-3nf. _-. 
am0untir.g to 2 mr/hr was eqe rie.ced at Parry on the evtining of ’ Day. _-._ 

Lagoon water was moderately contaminated in the vicinity of the Bogal!ua-Teiteirip~~~;-,i 

chain and cleared within two days. 

Ta’bie 4.6 -- R.kD!XTIO:; SU>I>.!ARI- I$ 
iIOE%TCkNS PER HOC!? 

_- __~___._. ~----- ---__---- 

Extrapolated 

IslaZd H+I hr 
____.__._.._.---.-_- 

4.6.9 Laboratory 

Eniw e!ok 
Pa:iy 
Japtaa 
Chinimi 
Aniyaanii 

Chinieero 
Runit 
Piirtlai 
Aarambiru 
Rojoa 

0 

0 

0.05 

o.oa 
0.10 

0 

0 

0.005 

0.01 
0.01 

0 

0 

0.006 

0.01 
0.01 

Biijiri 0.12 0.014 0.01 
Aomon 0.17 0.02 0.02 
Eberiru 0.17 0.02 0.02 
Rujoru 0.10 0.012 0.02 
Aitsu 0.14 0.016 0.02 

Yeiri 0.17 0.02 0.02 
Bokonaarappu 0.17 0.02 0.02 
Kir inian 0.35 0.04 0.04 
Muzin 0.42 0.05 0.06 
Engebi 0.70 0.08 0.08 

Bogon 0.98 0.12 0.14 
Bogairi’kk 7 0.22 0.60 
Teiteiripucchi 60.0 6.8 7.0 
Cochiti 70.0 8.0 12 
San Ildefonso 75.0 8.4 1.0 

Ruchi 8.0 0.80 
Bogombogo 3.9 0.44 
Bogallua 2.2 0.26 
Rigili 0 0 
Girtinien 0 0 

0.36 
0.36 
0.28 

Ribaioni 
Pokon 
Mui 
Igurin 

*Period preceded by heavy rainfall. 

Data Summary 

The bulk of the samples analyzed by the radiation-analysis section of TU-7 were water 
samples. The specific activities in microcuries per milliliter of approximately 675 lagoon- and 
drinking-water samples were determined during the course of the operation. Lagoon sampling 
was carried on to ensure that ships’ anchorages were not excessively contaminated. As the 
operation progressed it became evident that excessively contaminated water could be observed 
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as a result of the sediment deposited in the water and could be evaluated adequately using only 
an AN/PDR-39 survey type meter. The maximum contamination encountered in the lagoon 

anchorages was 8.4 x lo-’ microcurie per milliliter. The average activity varied from 1 x 
lo-’ to 3 x 10“ microcurie per milliliter. NO ship’s.drinking water was found to contain any 

detectable radioactive material. 
Air samples collected in fall-out areas by vacuum type air filters and cascade-impactor 

slides constituted another type of sample analyzed in the field laboratory. Upon those occasions 
when fall-out was detected on board the USS Bairoko, portable air samplers were periodically 
turned on as a means to determine whether fall-out was still occurring. The entire filter paper 
was counted and the activity was noted in COUntS/min per cu ft of air. Air samplers were also 
used by the initial survey party. A cascade impactor, installed in the radiac repair shop on 
board the Bairoko, was utilized to evaluate the inhalation hazard associated with the radioac- 
tive particulate matter by determining the percentage of the total activity associated with 

particles less than 5 j.~ in diameter. The air samples collected on March 1, when the USS 
Bairoko received a substantial fall-out from? *indicated activities ranging from 455 to 
2740 counts/min per cu ft of air. The only c=de-impactor data were also obtained during 
the fall-out that occurred on the Btiiroko. An average of 65 per cent of the activity was found 
to be associated aith particles less than 5 p in diameter. 

Decay-rate measurements and energy determinations were made on various types of 
s... !iples throughout the operation in an effort to obtain detailed information on the fundamental 
p. .serties of the radioactive particu!ate matter. Gamma energies were difficult to obtain ac- 
cu;ately due to ‘Lhe low counting efficiency of G-M tubes for gamma radiation and the apparent 
Ill v energies involved. The latter also made beta-energy determinations more difficult. Gamma 
energies measured on very active samples varied from 600 to 25 kev. The low gamma energies 

neasured were somewhat surprising. Beta energies varied from 0.2 to 2.2 Mev. 
Log-log plots of counts per minute vs time after detonation were utilized to obtain decay- 

rate data. Samples studied included fall-out samples on the Bairoko, aater samples from the 
lagoon and drinking-Kater samples from Rongelap, crater samples, and air samples. The fol- 
lowing results represent a,cross section of the different types of samples studied and the cal- 
cuiated slope of the line ojtained by plotting the log of the activity vs the log of the time after 
detonation. 

1. Fall-out sample on the flight deck of the Bairoko, Runt I, 1.62. 
2. Lagoon sample collected 1220 Apr. 7, - 1.03 at +8 days and 1.31 at +25 

days. I.__._..---- 

3. Air sample collected Apr. 26, --’ _. x 1.19. 
The six drinking_;wer samples from-Rorigelgp indicated an average slope of - 1.46 from 

--- ? 
J+ 4.2 days to .+ 10 days and a slope of - 1.60 until last counted. 

*“-Miscellaneous &lWa?&igned to the radiation-analysis section included the analysis of 
urine samples for tritium content; examination of food, soil, and water samples obtained on a 
resurvey mission to Rongelsp and Uterik; a study of the decay characteristics of contaminating 
;naterial on vans being shipped to the United States; and analysis of water samples obtained 

during a water survey following Zombie event. 

4.6.10 Conclusions and Recommendations 

(a) Conclrrsions. The present :-maximum permissible exposure of 3.9 r per 13-week test 
period is not a realistic “APE in collsideration of heavy work !o~ds in extensively conkminated 

areas. The use of .,vaivers to-cover exposures in excess of this MPE becomes a needless rou- 
tine without much significance when operations are conducted in large contamination areas 
without much interval between detonations. A large number of individuals did exceed 3.9 r, but 

very few exceeded 6.0 r. 
The utilization of project personnel as monitors proved itself with few exceptions. 
Procurement and citzrance of personnel must be zccotnpliahed at least four months in 

advance of operations in order that selection and trainir:g can be completed and in order that 
the unit can be conipletely assembled prior to movement overseas. 
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(3) Rccor,,?r,t~,rnn(io,ls. The tes: \WE shl>cld be b.: 3 :,< on ~~l~:.dar quarters of 3.9 r 3r.i 

should coniide; the prs;:irato;y phx;es as WLI. ~‘1 as the op.:;ati::l;:al ph,.-.52~ of th? o’.-:fj.,.:< te;:. 

A pool of eqeriexd mou.i!o:s rnus: be n12de available to the Rad-Safe Unit to s~p!;~,:t 

independent construction operations and Supplement project-Imonitor activities. 

Personnel-procurement plannir.; should be initiated at least ace year prior to operations, 
and personnel should be selected for trainir; at least four m!,!it!!i prior to operations. 

4.7 TASK UXfT 8, TECHNICAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

The following were the assigned responsibilities of TU-8 during Operation Castle: 
1. To make all negatives necessary to provide full report coverage for TG 7.1 scie:;t:Lfjc 

programs, units, and staff sections in black and -&hite and color still and motion picture;s. 
2. To provide const:~uc:‘.on, accident, ar.d ger.eral record covcrlgz. 

3. To make technical documentary records in still and motion pictures of ea.ch op<:,ation. 

4. To provide facilities and aid to scientists in the processing of scientific photographic 
records. 

5. To store, issue, process, and account for technical documentary film in accordance 
with security and classification instructions. 

These responsibilities were fuifiiled. To implement the necessary coverage, 17 men W+-TZ 
phased in and out of the Forward Area from Graphic Arts in Los Alamos. Individual phasing 
cycles approximated six weeks. In addition to these men, six military men were assigned to 
TU-8 Forward. After the first shot two photographers operated under a section leader from 
the ships based at Bikini. 

Statistics are as follows: 

4200 black and white negatives were made, and two prints were made from each negative. 
700 color transparencies were made, including those made at Kwajalein for Project 4.1. 
15,000 ft of 16-mm stock footage was made. 

TU-8 processed many units of scientific records and provided darkroom space, equipment, 
and supplies to many scientific groups. 

4.8 TASK UNIT 9, DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY 

4.8.1 Mission 

Operation Castle was documented on film, both still and motion picture, aerial, ground, al-? . 

underwater, as a basis for a photog:iWz record for historical purposes and subject ma.+te:’ ; : 
a considerable number of motion pictxes depicting the scope and conduct of various phases I 

Operation Castle. 

4.8.2 Organization and Command Relation 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff at the request of CJTF SEVEN established a military require- 
ment for the USAF Lookout Mountain Laboratory to support Operation Castle, and Headquarters 
USAF approved its employment to organize and suppo rt.a technical photographic unit (TU-9) as 

part of TG 7.1. 

4.8.3 .Requirements 

(a) Preliminary Requirements 
. 

1. Photography of General Clarkson, Dr. Graves, Admiral Bruton, and General Estes 
delivering security lectures was taken and used for showing in the Forward Area to all Task 

Groups. 
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2. Thirty security trailers emphasizing the need to guard against carelessness were made 
for the purpose of showing to Task Groups in the Forward Area. 

3. Operation Tigercat. Documentary coverage was made of the TG 7.4 dress rehearsal 
for Operation Castle at San Diego, Calif., in October 1953. 

(b) Find Requirements 

Complete documentary motion picture and still coverage of Operation Castle was required 

and obtained to produce the following: 
1. Six “Quickies” (one for each shot). Each Quickie contained a description of the device 

used, major instrumentation utilized, operational difficulties encountered, anticipated results, 

and actual results. Narration in all cases was restricted to Maj Gen P. W. Clarkson, 
Alvin C. Graves, or a member of TG 7.1. These Quickies were primarily intended to be a 
method of informing the top officials of the AEC and the White House of the progress made in 
the Forward Area, and Classification was Top Secret Restricted Data. This program was 
sponsored by JTF SEVEN, and print distribution was limited to two prints for DMA, Washington, 
D. C., and one print for CJTF SEVEN. 

2. Task Force Commander’s Report. This was a consolidated factual report narrated by 
Maj Gen Clarkson and Dr. Graves , summarizing the operational problems, expectations, and 
results of Operation Castle. Classification was Secret Restricted Data. This program was 
sponsored by JTF SEVEN, and exact print distribution is to be determined later. 

3. Department of Defense Picture. This was sponsored by JTF SEVEN with emphasis on 
military participation and military effects as related to high-yield devices. It was intended as 
a !_ aining film. Classification is Secret Restricted Data, and esact print distritiution will be 
determined later. 

4. Public Release Picture. This was sponsored by AEC and was Unclassified. The purpose 
was to inform the public of the recent tests conducted at the PPG, and print distribution will be 
determined at a later date. 

5. Cloud-study Photography. Rate of rise and spread of nuclear cloud from time zero to 
zero + l’&hr. Footage was exposed from four separate aircraft orbiting around point zero and 

then around the cloud as it dispersed. Sponsored by APS’ #P. Photography and processing by 

TU-9 and interpretation by EG&G. 

6. Crater-survey Photography. Oblique and vertical motion-picture photography of all 
craters was made. Photography and processing was done by TU-9, and interpretation was done 
by Army Map Service, with final evaluation by Stanford Research Institute. 

7. Base-surge Photography. High-altitude coverage of base surge was carried out. 
8. All film exposed on Operation Castle, both still and motion picture, is being catalogued 

and indexed. Cataloguing is being accomplished by the use of the microfilm process with one 
copy of the final catalogue distributed to LASL, Los Alamos, N. IbIex., and one copy to AFSWP, 
Washington. AFSWP is to be the coordinating authority for additional prints required by DOD 
agencies of any stock footage shown in the catalope. 

4.8.4 Operations 

(a) Wheeler Laboratory. The requirement for Quickie type films containing live photog- 

raphy and synchronized sound necessitated a radical operational change so that delivery in 
Weshington could be accomplished five to seven days after each shot. This change consisted 
of the acquisition of a laboratory at Wheeler Field, Oahu, T. H., and staffing it with TU-9 
personnel to cut transportation time required for ZI processing, This laboratory functioned 
above expectations and averaged 9 hr processing time from receipt of shot footage until re- 
quired prints were ready for return to the Forward Area. The adoption of this procedure 

saved an estimated 36-hr in-transit time which would have been required if work had been ac- 
complished at Lookout Mountain and thereby permitted TU-9 to meet all Washington delivery 
dates on schedule. 

@) Bikid-Edwetok Ope%tio??s. During the early portion of Operation Castle, elements of 
TU-9 were based on both Bikini and Eniwetok Atolls. This div!d?d effort was necessitated 
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primarily by thi? ac<ount of activity occ’lrring sin?u!izr:eo:f.+ly at bat,. ‘7 a+,!ls, but trr:?jpr.! :.:‘;c:,: 

problems for mei, arid equi;jment were a con!ribti:iiig facte;r. The n:Ji:; disar!.;r!;:s;e to t?.;-; 

split activity kk;ls the inabi!ity to pool equipment for joir.t use. Occupancy of thn Eninma~i car,:- 

plex was concluded earlier than expected, after which all TU-9 operations were carried op. fror!l 

aboard ship or from Parry Island. 

(c) Gro!c?:d CYt;rd..s. A total of five camera crews a!:d one sy:~c souzl cre’z e:$ossd th; 

bilk of the footas? on Operation Cast!?. Each can1+~2 cr~:j- -vi&i aiAz.c..e::ted by on? still pl:c:~;~:~- 

rapher, was mobile, and was comp:e:e ly equipge’d. The mn-sir?ltirr; n.ln:%r of LookoUt Mou!l:ain 

Laboratory personnel overseas at any one time was 50. Personne! were returned to the ZI 2s 

soon as the workload permitted. 

(d) Aeri;zl Crews. Three C-54 aircraft wtre obtni:!srl on lo;lr; from M..TS ar,ti modifiti,2 at 
Norton Air Force B;se t!) accept cxxera racks z?d asxciaie d eqlii?.me~t tabricatsd at Lc.;!;oct 
Mountain. One RS-3cj provided th? platform fo:’ th; f!i$? -n:titut+ c!ou? stu,Xes. All focr air- 
craft pa.rticipated in one practice mission prior to departure from the 21 and one practica mij- 
sion before the first shot. No C-54 aircraft aborted on any of the photographic missions. 

4.8.5 Remote Installations 

Six remote car:!era installatioi.5 were utilized on most shots. These installations we7.z 
designed and fabricated by Lookout Mountain and were located at various strategic,poin:s 
adjacent to Ground Zero, yet so positioned to facilitate recovery by helicopter or M-boat. 

Owing to unforeseen circumstances beyond the control of TU-9 (heavy fall-out, irradiation 

of film, tidal waves, inability to recover, etc.), not all footage obtained was utilizable. That 
which was salvaged, however, yielded some photography. 

4.8.6 Film Exposed 

As of May 15, 1954, the following amount of film, both still and motion picture, had been 
&posed during Operation Castle: 

16-mm KC0 
16-mm B/W 
35-mm B//W motion picture 
35-mm EK motion picture 
4 x 5 B/W stills 
K-20 B/W 

K-20 EK 
K-20 and K-24 EK 5yz x 5$/, 
4 x 5 EK still 
K-17 91/Z x 91/Z EK 
K-l? Sf/, x 9’/i BW 
2% x 2yA BW 
2i/, x 2yd EK 

i 
4.9 TASK UNIT 12, UCRL PROGRAMS 

83,800 ft 
64,600 ft 
23,100 ft 
20,100 ft 

3,540 ea 
150 ea 

150 ea 
3,360 ea 

?32 ea 
1,600 ea 
8,400 ea 
1,200 ea 

96 ea 

..A. - Tv_z-l_was created for the purpose of carrying out diagnostic measurements upon the --.-U.--_ 
&hots. Some personnel of TU-12 assisted TU-1 in making some 

specific measurements upon the r- .>hot for LASL. The Ishot was deleted from 
the Castle schedule; therefore no measurements were made on it. *Fhe work of this Task Unit 
was organized under four p&grams. Program 21, Radiochemistry, in cooperation with LASL 
Program 11, made measurements &I a11 the shots at Operation Castle. The summary of the 
techniques and results of this program, as well as those of the other programs, is given in 

Reaction History, was to carry out the Ganex, Tenex, and alpha meas- 
urements on , Program 23, Scientific Photography, attempted to -- -- 
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study hydrodynamic motion o L---L .-land to measure yield by fire&U. Program 24, 
Phonex, measured the energy s$ctrum of the neutrons fromi ( __._ _-. --- - ’ In general, all ex- 

perimental equipment worked satisfactorily, but bad weather caused a serious loss of data in 

Program 23. 

4.10 TASK UNIT 13, DOD PROGRAMS 

TU-13 was assigned the mission of directing the activities of the various DOD groups 
participating in the Military Effects Program of the operation, A total of ten officers and five 
enlisted men were assigned to the Task Unit Headquarters Staff. The total personnel in the 

participating projects varied from 150 to a peak of 350 during March and April. Of the Head- 
quarters personnel, six officers served as Program Directors for the six DOD programs, and 
the remainder performed necessary administrative and operational support functions. In addi- 
tion, several of the Program Directors performed various support functions outside their 
particular program. 

Because of the split nature of the operation between Bikini and Eniwetok, it was not pos- 
sible to maintain as complete a staff at both atolls as would have been desirable. In general, 
project planning was done at Eniwetok since this was the main base of operation. The majority 
of the on-site preparatory work was done at Bikini, where five of the six detonations took place. 
The principal staff agency .of TG 7.1, with whom continuous coordination had to be effected dur- 
ing the operation, was J-3, and, since coordination of all Bikini operations was exercised by a 
J-3 office in that area, it was frequently impossible, because of the limited number of scper- 
visory personnel in the Headquarters of TU-13, to maintain the close liaison which is essential 
in an operation of thisApe. This situation was further aggravated by the shift to a ship-based 
operation after’ _-. _ shot and by the necessity for maintaining readiness status for two shots, 
one at Bikini and one at Eniwetok, simuitaneously. 

In spite of the above, participation of TU-13 in the various shots was in close agreement 
with the original plan. In some instances the scale of participation had to be reduced cc::sjder- 
ably. This was due to loss of equipment in a fire on Eninman, the attrition of test equipment 
due to repeated delays, and the lack of sufficient equipment to maintain complete readiness at 
both atolls. However, in other cases (for instance the fall-out program), the weather delays 
allowed sufficient interpretation of results to conceive and carry out additional measurements 
which contributed appreciably to the success of the over-all program. Results of the various 
programs are summarized in Chap. 2. 

In general, it is felt that participation in the operation was successful, particularly in view 
of the many changes which were necessitated by weather delays, changes in yield, changes in 
shot locations, and the cancellation of one shot for which a complete blast line had been con- 
structed. In future operations of this type it is believed that the DOD test organization should 
follow the general pattern of TU-13. Closer supervision of project activities and better liaison 
and coordination with other Task Units and Task Group Headquarters should be sought. Irdivi- 
dual projects to be included in a future test of this scale should be designed with a much greater 

degree of flexibility. 

\ 4.11 TASK UNIT 14, UCRL ASSEMBLY 

TU-14 wxs concerned with the design of two devices to be tested at the PPG during Opera- 

tion Castle. D;lring the continental phase of this program, this group was concerned with the 
design, fabrication, and mock-up assembly of the two d+vicesd In 

addition, coordination work was done with GMX, W, and J-Divisionsof.L~i~Ca_~ l%S 
Boulder; and Consolidated Western Steel, who constructed and assembled the case and support- 
ing structure. 

The associ?.ted coriiponents for the two devices xi-re shipped to the PPG in DecenibQr-r 1953, 

and the clessified conlponents were sent abrard the VsS Curtiss. The- -___ 
was shipped to the PPG early in Mtirch 1954 by C-124 aircraft. 
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Assembly of th.:__, hevice ~‘2s done in a shot c:..b on Eb;tr!ru. EnixetnZ >.tc,!l, st?.rting 
early in January 1954 a;:d’-&as compl-:ted, including the necessary, ‘te;:il;;, by 21:ar. 6, 
1954, except for the installatio_n.of thd ; Whe:l the 
decision not to fire the .- 

-- ---_ .-_ 
was made, disassembly of the device was shrted, and __ __ 

parts were stored in the Cameo building in the CMR area on Parry. TheL_,components are 

being shipped to the Zl for reclamation,. 
One difficulty encountered durirg the assecltly of the: 

_ ___ -. 

_! was the appoar- 

acce of an air piug_in the ~ 

several of they- 
. - 

i line?, :vhich ga?e ~i~‘toa-none:\plosive bursting of 

,conij’onent.~. Xpp:oximatcly one week’s effort was necessary to return 

the 1 icystem_ to the operatin, 17 condition that esisted before the accident. 

3% --- device was constructed in a shot cab on Eninman Island, Biki@_+toll, 

during the latter.part of January and February. Escept for the installation,of the’, - _ - 

._...- -- - i the co?struction ws?.s esc srtially con:;!eted &fore the- _ __ ?hot. 

The 
i___ .-- 

I device was c!etc;latzd at 0625 loca! time, Ap!-. ‘7, 1954. 

4.12 TASK UNIT 15, TIMlNG AND FIRlXG 

Prior to the operationa! phase of Operation Castle, TU-15 had planned to fire all the 
devices from the manned CP, Station ‘70 on Enyu at. Bi!Lni, and Building 311 on Parry at 
Eniwetok. Installations were made first at Bikini Atoll with the timing system controlled and 
monitored from Station 70 where the radio signals were also generated. 

The first shot, ----Iwith its attendant radiological and personnel safety problems, 
demonstrated the un&s&bility of manning the control station at least for large devices. 

TU-15 reassembled and supplemented the Operation Ivjt radio control equipment and in- 
stalled it on board the USS Estes with the receivi. ny and decoding equipment on the 3CC-fi Enyu 

tower. This system was checked out within a week after I_ _-*.-’ 
maining Bikini shots. 

i $nd was used to fire the re- 

No difficulties were experienced with the hard wire or radio signals, although some B!ue 
Boxes at great distances did not fire because (1) the transmission in general was low a!$)r.g the 

line of sight and (2) as in Mike the first light emitted was of relatively low intensity and pre- 
dominantly red in color. 

The Enlwetok shot Fc’as ilred from a manned station on Parry, with the device located in 
the Mike crater, and again no difficulties were experienced; the television and tone monitoring 
systems were not used because of the cancellation of their respective shots. 

The only timing-system faikure reported on the operation was the failure to get a 1-min _* I’ 
radio signal by Sandia on 

attempted;-- 
shot. The equipment had not been dry-run, but an ana!ysis of 

the failure will be 
The Bhangmeters are considered a part of the timing system within the EG&G division of 

responsibility and are reported herein. 
The standard Bhangmeters did not trigger on shots where the transmission was low, but a 

Bhangmeter in a B-36 airplane gave correct results on all shots at tactical distances and hence 
proved the usefulness of the device for yield measurements from aircraft. 

An experimental oscillographic Bhangmeter gave results on all shots and yielded much in- 
formation on the relative red and blue light levels as seen by photosensitive surfaces. 

‘IV-15 had no great difficulty in maintaining timing systems for alternate firing in both 
atolls and was in fact prepared to radio-fire in both atolls. 

TU-15 would recommend that, in the future, preparations be made to radio-fire all large 
devices and to expand the radio time signal system so that hard wire need only be used In con- 
gested locations and for critical experiments. In this way the most satisfactory and economical 

system can be used. . 
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